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qhXr (HINDI)
Z`m nmR²>çH«$_
(2008 Pattern) (General) (53211)
g_` :2 K§Q>]o
nmR²>ç -nwñVHo$§ :-1)
2)

gyMZmE± :-

1)
2)

à{V{Z{Y H$hm{Z`m±
qhXr {d^mJ, Eg. EZ. S>r. Q>r. {díd{dÚmb`, _w§~B©
N>m`mdmX à{V{Z{Y aMZmE±
g§nmXH$ Zram na_ma
g^r àíZ A{Zdm`© h¢ &
Xm{hZr Amoa {bIo A§H$ àíZ Ho$ nyUmªH$ h¢ &

àíZ 1)A) {ZåZ{b{IV _| go {H$Ýht Xg dm`m| H$mo ewÕ H$aHo$ {\$a go {b{IE &
i)

ZXr Ho$ ^rVa ~mT> AmB© &

ii)

_¢Zo CZgo gm¡ ~ma g_Pm`m &

iii)

Vwåh| AmZmM nS>oJm&

iv)

CgZo EH$ \y$bm| H$s _mbm ~ZmB© &

v)

_¢Zo g§Ü`m H$mo nMmg ê$nE XoZo h¢ &

vi)

_oar ~hZ H$s Mma bS>{H$`m± h¢ &

[nyUmªH$ :40

[10]

vii) gm¡ H$s ZmoQ> \$Q>r h¡ &
viii) ~§Xa noS> Ho$ D$na ~¡R>m h¡ &
ix)

_mVmOr Am ahr h¡ &

x)

_oaoHw$ Ka OmZm h¡ &

xi)

Vw_ H$~ Am gHo$Jm ?

xii) am_amdU _| `wÕ hþAm &
P.T.O

Am) {ZåZ{b{IV A§J«oOr AZwÀN>oX H$m qhXr _| AZwdmX H$s{OE&

[4]

The contribution of chemistry in everyday life is unique and is in the
forefront as compared to other branches of science. No walk of our life
remains untouched by chemistry. Chemical knowledge has contributed
to improve the quality of out daily needs for food (developing fertilizers,
pesticides, animal husbandry, food processing etc.), shelter (steel, cement,
ceramics etc.) and clothing (synthetic and semi synthetic fibres, dyeing etc.)

àíZ 2)A) {ZåZ{b{IV JX²` AdVaU H$s gg§X^© ì`m»`m H$s{OE&
[5]
H$) VrZ hr Vmo ê$nE h¡, Xo XmoJo Vmo H$å_b H$hm± go AmdoJm ?
_mK-nyg H$s amV hma _| H¡$go H$Q>oJr ?
AWdm
A_ Vwåhmam XwAm `m H$aoJm ? Vwåhmam Imb H$m `m H$aoJm ? CgH$m Vmo OyVm ^r ZB©
~ZoJm & Vw_mam Imb go Vmo `h Q>mQ> AÀN>m &
Am) {ZåZ{b{IV nX²` AdVaU H$s gg§X^© ì`m»`m H$s{OE &
[5]
I) _Z _| _Z, Or Or _|,
EH$ AZw^d ~hVm aho
C^` AmË_mAm| _|
H$~ go _¢ ahr nwH$maAWdm
_mZd H$m _mZd na àË``,
n[aM`, _mZdVm H$m {dH$mg,
{dkmZ kmZ H$m AÝdofU,
g~ EH$ EH$, g~_| aho àH$me !
àíZ 3)A) {ZåZ{b{IV _| go {H$Ýht Xmo àíZm| Ho$ CÎma {b{IE &
[8]
M) O_tXma Zo {dYdm H$s Pm|nS>r `m| bm¡Q>m Xr ?
N>) bhZmqgh H$m M[aÌ-{MÌU H$s{OE &
O) hëHy$ Am¡a O~am Ho$ nmañn[aH$ g§~§Y H$mo ñnï> H$s{OE &
P) "na_mË_m H$m Hw$Îmm' H$hmZr _| A§{H$V H$m`m©b`m| Ho$ dmVmdaU H$m {MÌU H$s{OE &
Am) {ZåZ{b{IV _| go {H$Ýht Xmo àíZm| Ho$ CÎma {b{IE &
[8]
Q>) H${d H$mbr _mVm H$m AmdmhZ {H$g àH$ma H$aVm h¡ ?
R>>) gwI-XwI H${dVm H$m ^mdmW© ñnï> H$s{OE &
S>) H${d n§V _mZd H$mo B©ída H$s gd©loð> aMZm `m| H$hVo h¢ ?
T>) "VmO' H${dVm Ûmam H${d H$m¡Z-gm g§Xoe XoZm MmhVm h¡ ?
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S.Y. B.Sc. (Sem. - II)

qhXr (HINDI)
(Z`m nmR²>çH«$_) (gm_mÝ`)
g_` : 2 K§Q>]o
nmR²>çnwñVHo$§ :-

(General)
(2008 Course) (53212)

1)
2)

gyMZmE± :-

1)
2)

àíZ 1)

à{V{Z{Y H$hm{Z`m±
g§nmXH$ - qhXr {d^mJ, Eg.EZ.S>r.Q>r. {díd{dÚmb`, _w§~B©
N>m`mdmX à{V{Z{Y aMZmE±
g§nmXH$ Zram na_ma
g^r àíZ A{Zdm`© h¢ &
Xm{hZr Amoa {bIo A§H$ àíZ Ho$ nyUmªH$ h¢ &

A) {ZåZ{b{IV _| go {H$Ýht Xg g§{j{á`m| Ho$ qhXr nyU© n`m©` {b{IE &
i)

A.F.S

ii)

C.B.I

iii)

C.T.B.T.

iv)

D.C.C.

v)

D.Litti.

vi)

G.A.T.T.

vii) I.B.A.

viii) I.D.B.I.

ix)

I.F.S.

x)

xi)

M.P.S.C.

xii) N.A.B.A.R.D.

[nyUmªH$ :40

[10]

I.P.C.

Am) {ZåZ{b{IV AZwÀN>Xo H$m EH$-{VhmB© gmam§e {bIVo hþE Cgo C{MV erf©H$ Xr{OE & [4]
Nm>Ì H$mo AÜ``Z Omar aIZm Mm{hE & Zht Vmo dh N>mÌ Zht ahVm & A{YH$-goA{YH$ {df`m| na A{YH$-go-A{YH$ nwñVH|$ Cgo nT>Vo ahZm Mm{hE & BÝh| Cgo
{d{^ÝZ Ñ{ï>H$moUm| go AÜ``Z H$m {df` ~ZmZm Mm{hE & V~ Cgo AZw^y{V hmoJr {H$
ha àíZ Ho$ AZoH$ CËVa h¢ Am¡a gË` ~hþnjr h¡ & \$b `h hmoJm {H$ dh AnZr Ñ{ï> _|
g§H$sU© Zht ahoJm, Cg_| g{hîUwVm, j_merbVm Am OmEJr, V~ CgHo$ AnZo _m¡{bH$
qMVZ H$m {dH$mg hmoJm Am¡a H$moB© AÝ` Cg na hmdr Zht hmo gHo$Jm & AÜ``Z Ho$
Ûmam hr _mZd Ho$ Agbr ì`{VËd H$m {dH$mg hmoVm h¡ Am¡a dh dmñVd _| _Zwî` ~Z
nmVm h¡ &
P.T.O.

àíZ 2)

A) {ZåZ{b{IV _| go {H$Ýht Xmo àíZm| Ho$ CËVa {b{IE &
[8]
i) g§d{X`m H$hmZr H$s ~S>r ~hþ[a`m H$m M[aÌ-{MÌU H$s{OE &
ii) gmo_m ~wAm Zo emXr Ho$ ~wbmdo H$s V¡`mar {H$g àH$ma H$s ?
iii) "qOXJr Am¡a Jwbm~' Ho$ gw~moY H$s _mZ{gH$ Xem H$m {MÌU H$s{OE &
iv) "Mr\$ H$s XmdV' Ho$ em_ZmW H$m M[aÌm§H$Z H$s{OE &
Am) {ZåZ{b{IV AdVaU H$s gg§X^© ì`m»`m H$s{OE &
[5]
M) ""~oMmao BVZo h§Jm_o _| ~wbmZm ^yb J`o Vmo _¢ ^r _mZ H$aHo$ ~¡R> OmVr ? {\$a
Kadmbm| H$m H¡$gm ~wbmdm ? _¢ Vmo AnZonZ H$s ~mV OmZVr hÿ± &''
AWdm
""Bg ~mV H$mo ñdrH$ma H$a bmo {H$ _¢ qOXJr _| \o${b`a hÿ,± H$ånbrQ> \o${b`a &
Hw$N> Zht H$a gH$m ! O¡go _oar qOXJr _| A~ \w$bñQ>m°n bJ J`m h¢ & A~ Eogo
hr ahÿ±Jm &''

àíZ 3)

A) {ZåZ{b{IV _| go {H$Ýht Xmo àíZm| Ho$ CÎma {b{IE &
[8]
i) "OmJmo {\$a EH$ ~ma' H${dVm _| H${d qghZr Am¡a _of_mVm Ho$ ~mao _| `m
H$hVm h¡ ?
ii) "dZ~obm' H${dVm _| H${d "`{X _¢ amOnwÌ hmoVm' Eogm `m| H$hVm h¡ ?
iii) H${d OrU© nËVm| H$mo Pa OmZo Ho$ {bE `m| H$hVm h¡ ?
iv) "^maV_mVm' H${dVm _| H${d ^maVdm{g`m| H$s H$m¡Z-gr {deofVmE± ~VbmVo h¢ ?
Am) {ZåZ{b{IV AdVaU H$s gg§X^© ì`m»`m H$s{OE &
N>>) g_a _| A_a H$a n«mU,
JmZ Jm`o _hm{gÝYw-go,
{gÝYw ZX-Vradmgr!g¡ÝYd Vwa§Jm| na
MVwa§J-M_y-g§J&
AWdm
H§$H$mb Omb OJ _| \¡$bo
{\$a Zdb ê${Ya,-nbnd bmbr !
àmUm| H$s __©a go _wI[aV
Ord H$s _m§gb h[a`mbr !
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_amR>r (MARATHI)
nmR>çnwñVH$ : {dkmZdoY (Zdm Aä`mgH«$_)
(New) (2010 Pattern) (53111) (Theory)
doi : 2 Vmg]

[EHy$U JwU : 40

gyMZm : 1) gd© àíZ gmoS>{dUo Amdí`H$ AmhoV.
2) COdrH$S>rb A§H$ nyU© JwU Xe©{dVmV.
àíZ 1)

Imbrbn¡H$s H$moUË`mhr EH$m {df`mda 400 eãXm§V {Z~§Y {bhm.

[10]

A) amï´>r` EH$mË_Vm
~)

{dkmZ`wJmVrb _mZd

H$) Cf:H$mb hmoVm hmoVm...... (b{bV)
àíZ 2)

MaH$mMm`mªMr Am`w©doXmMr ì`m»`m gm§JyZ,MaH$g§{hVoMm n[aM` H$ê$Z Úm.
qH$dm

[15]

"{J{Z{nJ' `m H$WoVyZ _mZdVoMo Xe©Z H$go KS>Vo, Vo gmoXmhaU ñnï> H$am.
àíZ 3)

{Q>nm {bhm. (H$moUË`mhr VrZ)

[15]

A) S>m°. _m[a`m.
~)

"brbmdVr' H$ma ^mñH$amMm`©.

H$) IJmobemómVrb H$mon{Z©H$gMo `moJXmZ.
S>)

S>m°. O`§V ZmairH$am§À`m _Vo {dkmZmMm àgma gd©gm_mÝ`m§_Ü`o H$gm H$amdm.

B)

gw{e{jVm§Mr A§YlÜXm.

B©)

{dkmZ gm{hË`mMr R>iH$ d¡{eï>ço.
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[4117] - 131
S.Y. B.Sc. (Sem. - I)

_amR>r (MARATHI)
nmR>çnwñVH$ : {dkmZ H$Wm {díd (OwZm Aä`mgH«$_)
(Old) (53111) (2008 Pattern)
doi : 2 Vmg]

[EHy$U JwU : 40

gyMZm : 1) gd© àíZ gmoS>{dUo Amdí`H$ AmhoV.
2) COdrH$S>rb A§H$ àíZm§Mo nyU© JwU Xe©{dVmV.
àíZ 1)

Imbrbn¡H$s H$moUË`mhr EH$m {df`mda 400 eãXm§n`ªV {Z~§Y {bhm.

[10]

A) O¡d-V§ÌkmZmMo \$m`Xo-VmoQ>o
~)

g§VmMm d¡km{ZH$ Ñï>rH$moZ

H$) b¾gmohio ...... (b{bV)
àíZ 2)

"dm_bmoMZm' `m H$WoÀ`m AmYmao earam~X²b Agbobr MyH$sMr J¥hrVo, dm. _. Omoer `m§Zr
H$er ñnï> Ho$br Vo {bhm.
[15]
qH$dm
"Va§JUmam g§emoYH$' H$WoVrb S>m°. g_ra gXmdV} `m ì`{VaoIoÀ`m AmYmao _mZdr ñd^mdmMo
Xe©Z H$go KS>Vo Vo g{dñVa {bhm.

àíZ 3)

{Q>nm {bhm. (H$moUË`mhr VrZ)

[15]

A) JwJbr H$WoVrb g¡ÜXm§{VH$ dmñVd.
~)

`§Ìm§Zr Ho$b§ ~§S> H$WoVrb dmñVdVm.

H$) ~m{~©Ho$ZMr AZw_mZo ---S>)

"H$ZoeZ' H$WoVrb _mZdr OrdZmVrb {dg§JVr ----

B)

A§VamimVrb _¥Ë`y `m H$WoVrb S>m°. {dH$mg d S>m°. _§{Oar _mQ>o.

B©)

"AmH$me Am{U O_rZ' H$WoVrb {dkmZ d g_mO.
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g§ñH¥$V (SANSKRIT)
Jrdm©U^maVr (Girvanbharati )
(2008 Pattern) (53311)

Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Write short answers in 2 - 4 lines of the following questions.

[16]

nwT>rb àíZm§Mr 2 - 4 AmoirV CÎmao {bhm.
i)

State any two etemologies of the word Upanisad.

Cn{ZfX² eãXmÀ`m H$moUË`mhr XmoZ ì`wËnË`m {bhm.
ii)

State the purpose of ~«mô_UJ«§W

~«mô_UJ«§Wm§Mo à`moOZ gm§Jm.
iii) How many Padas of ~«÷{dÚm ? State their names.

~«÷{dÚoMo nmX {H$Vr ? Ë`m§Mr Zmdo {bhm.
iv) Write the Three names of the dramas of Kalidasa and from which drama
go`§ `m{V eHw$ÝVbm n{VJ¥h_² has taken?

H$m{bXmgmÀ`m VrZ ZmQ>H$m§Mr Zmdo {bhm. "go`§ `m{V eHw$ÝVbm n{VJ¥h_²' hm nmR H$moUË`m
ZmQ>H$mVyZ KoVbm Amho ?>
v)

From which lesson "N>m`mJ«m{hgËËd_²' has taken and who is author of that

"H$mì`' ?
"N>m`mJ«m{hgËËd_²' hm nmR> H$moUË`m H$mì`mVyZ KoVbm Amho ? Ë`m H$mì`mMo boIH$ H$moU ?
vi) State the subjectwise division of verses in "{ed_mZgnyOm'.

{ed_mZgnyOmñVmoÌmVrb íbmoH$m§Mo {df`mZwgma dJuH$aU H$am.

P.T.O

vii) Who is the adviser of àH$medmZ² nmX ?

àH$medmZ² nmXmMm CnXoe H$moUr Ho$bm ?
viii) State the nature of "Am`m©' in the lesson CnXoeà~ÝY:.

CnXoeà~§Y: `m nmR>mVrb Am`mªMo ñdê$n gm§Jm.
Q2) Write short notes on any two of the following in 8 - 10 lines.

[8]

nwT>rbn¡H$s H$moUË`mhr Xmohm|da 8 - 10 AmoirV g§{já Q>rnm {bhm.
i)

Chyavan À`dZ

ii)

Satyakama.

gË`H$m_
iii) Shakuntalas Friends.

eHw$ÝVboÀ`m _¡{ÌUr
Q3) Write short notes on any two of the following in 8 - 10 lines.

[8]

nwT>rbn¡H$s H$moUË`mhr Xmohm|da 8 - 10 AmoirV g§{já Q>rnm {bhm.
i)

Explain dhoX² Jdª ~wYmo _Zgm&

dhoX² Jdª ~wYmo _Zgm&
ii)

Ramayan.

am_m`U
iii) Hanuman.

hZw_mZ
Q4) Answer any one of the following questions in 16-20 lines.

[8]

nwT>rbn¡H$s H$moUË`mhr EH$m àíZmMo CÎma 16 - 20 Amoir_Ü`oo {bhm.
i)

Critically appreciate "gË`H$m_Om~mbH$Wm'.

gË`H$m_Om~mb H$WoMo agJ«hU H$am.
ii)

Explain the any Four mythological stories which are mentioned in the
lesson "CnXoeà~ÝY:'.

CnXoeà~§YmV Amboë`m H$moUË`mhr Mma nm¡am{UH$ H$Wm ñnï> H$am.
nnn
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[4117] - 232
S.Y. B.Sc. (Sem. - II)

ì`mdhm[aH$ _amR>r
_amR>r (MARATHI)
OwZm d Zdm Aä`mgH«$_ (Old & New Course)
doi : 2 Vmg]
gyMZm : 1)
2)

(53112)

[EHy$U JwU : 40

gd© àíZ A{Zdm`© AmhoV.
COdrH$S>rb A§H$ àíZm§Mo JwU Xe©{dVmV.

àíZ 1) A) nwT>rb CVmè`mMo _amR>rV ^mfm§Va H$am.

[8]
A man with a small salary is very likely to get into difficulties unless
he learns to "budget" for his monthly spending. A fixed amount should
be set a side under each heading-rent, food, clothing, insurance, schoolfees and so on. The ideal budget would also include a fixed sum, no
matter how small to be set a part each month as "saving". Indeed this
better be paid into the post office or the Bank, and not kept at home. Until
all this has been done, nothing should be spent on luxuries. Only by such
a method can a man live within his income and make both the ends meet.

~)

nwT>rb CVmè`mMm erf©H$mgh EH$ V¥Vr`m§e gmam§e {bhm.
[7]
{dÚmÏ`mªZmo, _mUgmbm An_m{ZV H$aUmè`m; Ë`mbm Aà{Vð>rV H$aUmè`m Jmoï>tMm g§Vmn
Vwåhmbm `oD$ Úm. _oboë`m _ZmZo OJy ZH$m. OmVrdmÚm§Mm Am{U Y_©Ûof nga{dUmam§Mm
Vwåhmbm amJ `m`bm hdm. A{dídmg A{YH$ A{dídmg {Z_m©U H$aVmo. H«$m¡`© A{YH$ _moR>çm
H«$m¡`m©bm OÝ_ XoVo. AbJVmdmX hm KmVH$ AgVmo. "EH$ öX`, EH$ {MÎm,' _r Am{X Am{U
A§Vrhr ^maVr` Amho. `m _hmdm`mMm hmM AW© bjmV ¿`m`bm hdm. AmnU EH$_Z
ìhm`bm hdo. {dÚmÏ`mªZmo Vwåhr gd© EH$_Z ìhm. gdmªZm Amnbo åhUm`bm {eH$m.
Xþï>nUm {eH$dUmam§Mo EoHy$ ZH$m. Amnë`m B{VhmgmMm Am{U dV©_mZmMm {dMma H$am.
ñdV:Mr _Vo; ñdV:Mr ^y{_H$m V`ma H$am. ñZoh^mdmMm, ào_mMm, gm_§Oñ`mMm {ZU©` ¿`m.
Vwåhr Zdo OJ OÝ_mbm Kmby eH$Vm. Amnbr g§doXZerbVm _mÌ {Od§V R>odm. {dÚmWu
g_mOmbm H«$m§Vr_mZ H$ê$ eH$Vmo, Vmo Zdm {dMmar g_mO KS>dy eH$Vmo. (eãX 112)
P.T.O.

àíZ 2) nwT>rb àíZm§n¡H$s H$moUVohr XmoZ àíZ gmoS>dm.

[15]

A) "~XbVm _amR>r {MÌnQ>' `m {df`mda dV©_mZnÌmgmR>r boI V`ma H$am.
~)

AmH$medmUrgmR>r "AmYw{ZH$ eoVrMo _hÎd' `m {df`mda H¥$frVÁk Am{U eoVH$ar
`m§À`mVrb g§dmX {bhm.

H$) _hm{dÚmb`mMo X¡Z§{XZ H$m_H$mO `m {df`mda XÿaXe©ZgmR>r _m{hVrnQ> V`ma H$am.
àíZ 3) Imbrb nm[a^m{fH$ eãXm§Zm _amR>r à{VeãX {bhm.
1)

Pass Book

2)

Project

3)

Rural

4)

Principal

5)

Hospital

6)

Income Tax

7)

Collector

8)

Instalment

9)

Budget

10) Approval

nnn
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g§ñH¥$V (SANSKRIT)
Jrdm©U^maVr (Girvanabharati )
(53312) (2008 Pattern)

Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Write short answers of the following questions (2 - 4 lines)

[16]

nwT>rb àíZm§Mr 2 - 4 AmoirV CÎmao {bhm.
i)

What is the definition of emó ?

"emó' eãXmMr ì`m»`m H$moUVr ?
ii)

How many types of "Mwå~H$' and which are they?

Mwå~H$mMo àH$ma {H$Vr d H$moUVo ?
iii) From which book lesson "A_ag§Xoe:' has taken and who is the author of
that book?

"A_agÝXoe:' hm nmR> H$moUË`m nwñVH$mVyZ KoVbm AgyZ Ë`mMo boIH$ H$moU ?
iv) Which are the types of trees according to dZñn{Vemó ?

dZñn{VemómZwgma d¥jm§Mo ^oX H$moUVo ?
v)

What is the meaning of the word Am`wdX} ? State the names of types of ì`m{Y.

"Am`wd}X' eãXmMm AW© H$moUVm ? ì`mYtÀ`m àH$mam§Mr Zmdo {bhm.
vi) What is the meaning of "hþV§ M XÎm§ M VW¡d {Vð>{V' ?

"hþV§ M XÎm§ M VW¡d {Vð>{V' `mMm AW© ñnï> H$am.
vii) How many I{ZÌS>§ and which are they?

I{ZÌmMo àH$ma {H$Vr d H$moUVo ?
viii) Which is the famous book of ^mñH$amMm`© ?

^mñH$amMm`m©Mm à{gÕ J«§W H$moUVm ?
P.T.O.

Q2) Write short notes in any two of the following 8 - 10 lines.

[8]

nwT>rbn¡H$s H$moUË`mhr Xmohm|da Q>rnm {bhm. (8 Vo 10 AmoirV)
i)

Explain - àm`oUmY__Ü`_moÎm_JwUm g§dmgVmo Om`Vo&

ñnï> H$am - àm`oUmY__Ü`_moÎm_JwUm g§dmgVmo Om`Vo&
ii)

Importance of wife which is reflected in "aKwd§e'.

aKwd§emV ì`º$ Pmbobo nËZrMo _hÎd.
iii) Importance of "d¡am½`'.

d¡am½`mMo _hËd.
Q3) Write short notes in any two of the following 8 - 10 lines.

[8]

nwT>rbn¡H$s H$moUË`mhr Xmohm|da Q>rnm {bhm. (8 Vo 10 AmoirV)
i)

Á`mo{Vfemó_²

ii)

nXmW©{dkmZ_²

iii) ZJaaMZm
Q4) Answer any one of the following 16-20 lines.

nwT>rbn¡H$s H$moUË`mhr EH$m àíZmMo CÎma {bhm. (16 Vo 20 AmoirV)
i)

Explain fully the "gÕ_©nwÊS>arH$H$Wm'.

"gÕ_©nwÊS>arH$H$Wm' ñnï> H$am.
ii)

Explain the meaning of following verse and solve the example.

Imbr {Xboë`m ûcmoH$mMm AW© {bhÿZ CXmhaU gmoS>dm.
A_bH$_bameoñÍ`§en§Mm§efð>¡:
{ÌZ`Zh[agy`m© `oZ Vw`}U Mm`m©&
JwénX_W fpS²>^: ny{OV§ eofnX_¡:
gH$bH$_bg§»`m§ {jà_m`m{h Vñ`&&
nnn
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[4117] - 28
F.Y.B.Sc.
FOUNDATION COURSE (Restructuring)
(2008 - Pattern) (46000)

Time :3 Hours]

[Max. Marks :80

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Explain the following concepts in 50 words each: (any two)
a)

Population Explosion

b)

Scientific Method

c)

Superstitions

d)

Global Warming

Q2) Write the following short notes in 100 words each(any four)
a)

Economic Inequality.

b)

Food problem.

c)

Hypothesis.

d)

Cast System.

e)

Rule of Law.

f)

Special Economic Zone (SEZ).

[10]

[20]

P.T.O
1

Q3) Write answer of the following questions in 200 to 250 words each: (any three)
[30]
a)

State the characteristics of Indian culture.

b)

Write the causes of Poverty in India.

c)

Write the meaning and types of Equality.

d)

State the effects of Science and Technology on Health.

e)

State the characteristics of Indian Society.

Q4) Write the answer any one of the following in 500 words.
a)

Define Science and Describe the characteristics of science.

b)

State the causes and effects of pollution.

[20]

nnn
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[4117] - 28

àW_ df© {dkmZ (F.Y. B.Sc.)
nm`m^wV Aä`mgH«$_ (ZdrZ Aä`mgH«$_)
_amR>r ê$nm§Va
(2008 n°Q>Z©) (46000)

doi : 3 Vmg]

[EHy$U JwU : 80

gyMZm : 1) gd© àíZ gmoS>{dUo Amdí`H$ AmhoV.
2) COdrH$S>rb A§H$ nyU© JwU Xe©{dVmV.
3) g§X^m©gmR>r _yi B§J«Or àíZn{ÌH$m nhmdr.
àíZ 1)

nwT>rb g§H$ënZm 50 eãXmV ñnï> H$am. (\$V XmoZ)

[10]

A) bmoH$g§»`m {dñ\$moQ>
~)

d¡km{ZH$ nÜXVr

H$) A§YlÜXm
S>)
àíZ 2)

OmJ{VH$ Vmn_mZdmT>

nwT>rb {Q>nm àË`oH$s 100 eãXmV {bhm. (\$V Mma)

[20]

A) Am{W©H$ {df_Vm
~)

AÞ g_ñ`m

H$) J¥{hVH$
S>)

OmVr` àWm

B)

H$m`X>çmMo A{YamÁ`

\$) {deof Am{W©H$ joÌ
P.T.O
3

àíZ 3)

nwT>rb àíZm§Mr CÎmao 200 Vo 250 eãXmV {bhm. (\$V VrZ)

[30]

A) ^maVr` g§ñH¥$VrMr d¡{eï>ço gm§Jm.
~)

^maVmVrb Xm[aÐ`mMr H$maUo {bhm.

H$) g_VoMm AW© gm§JwZ àH$ma {bhm.

àíZ 4)

S>)

{dkmZ Am{U V§ÌkmZmMo Amamo½` `m KQ>H$mdarb n[aUm_ gm§Jm.

B)

^maVr` g_mOmMr d¡{eï>`o gm§Jm.

nwT>rbn¡H$s EH$m àíZmMo CÎma 500 eãXmV {bhm.

[20]

A) {dkmZmMr ì`m»`m Xçm, Am{U {dkmZmMr d¡{eï>ço {dfX H$am.
~)

àXþfUmMr H$maUo d n[aUm_ gm§Jm.

nnn
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S.Y. B.Sc.
PHYSICS
PH - 212 (a) : Electronics
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Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of calculators and log - tables are allowed.
4) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.
5) Symbols have their usual meanings.

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Attempt all of the following:
a) State Kirchoffs current law.
b) Draw only circuit diagram for common base configuration.

[1]
[1]

c)

For certain transistor  dc  0.96 and IE = 2mA, Calculate IC.

[1]

d)
e)
f)

Name the three regions of bipolar junction transistor.
[1]
What should be the input impedance of Ideal operational amplifier? [1]
Calculate the value of Resistance (R) for Wein bridge oscillator frequency
[1]
f0 = 7.9 KHz for C = 0.01 F.
State Barkhausen criteria for Oscillators.
[1]
For a given power supply input voltage changes from 216 V to 264 V.
The corresponding d.c. voltage change is 4.995V to 5.101V. Calculate
percentage line regulation.
[1]
State different types of rectifiers.
[1]
State the name of basic gates.
[1]

g)
h)

i)
j)

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a) Explain Transistor as a switch.
b) Explain with circuit diagram OP-amp as a substractor.
c) Draw symbol, truth table and write boolean expression for AND
NOR gate.

[5]
[5]
and
[5]

P.T.O.
1

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:
a) If 24 V unregulated supply is applied to transistor voltage regulator having
series resistor of 33 and zener of 15V. Find regulated output voltage,
various currents IL, IS and IC (if VBE = 0.7V RL = 100).
[5]

b)

Using Thevenins theorem, determine the current flowing through RL of
the network shown below.
[5]

c)

Figure shows a silicon transistor biased by feedback resistor method.
Determine the base current and collector current if VBE = 0.7V.
[5]

Q4) a)

Attempt (i) or (ii) of the following :
i) 1) Explain various losses in transformer.
[4]
2) Derive the equation for gain of Non inverting operational amp. [4]
ii) 1) Explain with example how binary numbers are subtracted. [4]
2) Draw the circuit diagram for phase shift oscillator using
IC 741 and explain it.
[4]
Attempt any one of the following :
i) For faithfull biasing, which basic conditions must satisfied by a
transistor amplifier.
[2]
ii) State Nortons Theorem.
[2]

b)
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S.Y. B.Sc.
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PHYSICS
PH - 212: (b) Instrumentation
(Sem. - I) (Paper - II) (51221) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of calculators and log tables are allowed.
4) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.
5) Symbols have their usual meanings.

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Attempt all of the following:
a)

What is accuracy of measurement?

[1]

b)

State the basic functional elements of typical measuring system.

[1]

c)

What do you mean by cantilever beam?

[1]

d)

Explain working principle of variable capacitance transducer.

[1]

e)

What are column type devices?

[1]

f)

What is a ferromagnetic substance? Give example.

[1]

g)

Define pressure. Give its SI unit.

[1]

h)

What is MRI?

[1]

i)

Define the term humidity.

[1]

j)

A manufacturer calibrates a temperature gauge of 100oC range with
o
 0.5o C. If it is used for temperature measurement of 50 C, what will be
the minimum and maximum value of temperature shown by gauge? [1]

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a)

Explain dynamic characteristics of an instrument using first-order system.
Write note on resistive transducer as first order system.
[5]

b)

Explain with diagram the measurement of pressure using Bourdon tube
[5]
and LVDT.
P.T.O.
3

c)

Explain the principle and use of Ringel mann chart for smoke density
measurement.
[5]

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:
a)

A Wattmeter having a range of 1000 watt has an error of  1% of full
scale deflection. If the true power is 100 watt, what would be the range
of readings? Suppose the error is specified as percentage of true value,
what would be the range of readings?
[5]

b)

A pitot tube is fixed in a water pipe line of diameter 20 cm, a difference
of pressure indicated by the gauge is 5 cm, of water column. Calculate
the rate of flow of water through the pipe.
[5]

c)

The hysteresis loss for a specimen of iron weighing 12 kg is equivalent
to 300 Jm3 cycle1. Find the loss of energy per hour at 50 cycles/S.
Given : density of iron 7500 kgm3.
[5]

Q4) a)

Attempt (i) or (ii) of the following:
i)
ii)

b)

1)

State the principle and working of ultrasonic flow meter. [4]

2)

What is Hysteresis? State its applications.

1)

Give classification of transducer, state any four characteristics
of a transducer.
[4]

2)

What are variable resistance devices? State their advantages
and disadvantages.
[4]

[4]

Attempt any one of the following:
i)

Explain any two types of errors in the measurement.

[2]

ii)

Calculate the R-R distance of a normal man having 75 bpm recorded
by ECG machine with chart speed 25 mm/s.
[2]
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Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Answer the following questions in 2 or 3 lines :
a)

What is extinction angle?

b)

What are crystalline minerals?

c)

What is nesosilicate structure?

d)

What are solid inclusions?

e)

What is mean by birefringence?

f)

What are the different varieties of opal?

g)

What is deformation twin?

h)

Give the chemical composition of tourmaline.

i)

Rarity of gemstone means what?

j)

Define the term hemimorphic form.

Q2) Write notes on (Any Two)

[10]

[10]

a)

Compare the elements of symmetry of Hexagonal system, type calcite,
quartz and tourmaline.

b)

Silicate structure and chemical composition of felspar minerals.

c)

Phenomenon of anisotropism.

P.T.O

Q3) Explain the following (Any Two) :

[10]

a)

Chemical composition and paragenesis of chlorite minerals.

b)

Physical and optical properties of mica mineral group.

c)

Classification of twins.

Q4) Give the crystallographic axes, elements of symmetry and forms present with
indices of cubic system type pyrite and type tetrahedrite.
[10]
OR
Describe the structure, mineral composition, physical and optical properties
and paragenesis of amphibole group of minerals.
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Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Answer the following questions in two or three lines :
a)

What is a recumbent fold?

b)

Define Structural Geology.

c)

True thickness of a bed.

d)

Mention any two methods of representation of folds.

e)

What are Inliers?

f)

Draw diagram of chevron fold.

g)

Define an unconformity.

h)

Define ‘hade’ of a fault.

i)

What are Bedding joints?

j)

Define strike of a planar feature.

Q2) Write notes on (Any Two)
a)

Normal and Reverse faults.

b)

Symmetrical and Asymmetrical folds.

c)

Tension Joints.

[10]

[10]

P.T.O

Q3) Explain the following (Any Two) :

[10]

a)

Rotational and Translational movement along fault.

b)

Determination of top of bed with help of Ripple marks.

c)

Angular unconformity and Non conformity.

Q4) Define a fold. Describe the various parts of fold. Add a note on plunging and
non plunging folds.
[10]
OR
Define a fault. Describe any four criterias used for the recognition of faults in
the field.
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S.Y. B.Sc.
MATHEMATICS
MT - 222 (B) : Discrete Mathematics
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Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Use of non - programmable scientific calculator is allowed.

Q1) Attempt any five of the following :

[10]

a)

Prove the statement,  n! ≥ 2n−1 ∀ n ≥ 1  using principle of mathematical
induction.

b)

How many different arrangements of the letters in the word BOUGHT
can be formed if the vowels must be kept next to each other.

c)

How many different eight - card hands with 5 red cards and 3 black
cards can be dealt from a deck of 52 cards?

d)

Define a linear homogeneous recurrence relation of degree K. Also find
the degree of relation
C n = 2C n −1 − 5C n −3

e)

If Kn is complete graph on n - vertices. What is the degree of each
vertex? How many edges are in Kn?

f)

Give two Hamiltonian circuits in Ks that have no edges in common.

g)

Is the graph

bipartite? Explain it.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

How many arrangements can be made, with the letters of the word
CALCULATOR? In how many of these arrangements, vowels
occur together?

b)

Prove that if given a set of any seven distinct integers, there must exist
two integers in this set whose sum or difference is a multiple of 10.
P.T.O

c)

Solve the recurrence relation 2an = 7an1  3an2 with initial conditions
a0 = 1, a1 = 1.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :
a)
b)

[10]

By method of induction, prove that 52n  1 is divisible by 6, for all n ∈ N .
Define the quotient graph GR of graph G with respect to equivalence
relation R on V.
If G :

be a graph.

and R be the equivalence relation on V defined by the partition {{i, j, k,
n}, {a, m}, {f, b, c}, {d}, {g}, {h}}. then draw the quotient graph GR.
c)

Let G be a graph with m edges and n vertices. Prove that G has a
Hamiltonian circuit if

1
m ≥ (n 2 − 3n + 6) .
2
Q4) Attempt any one of the following :
a)

i)
ii)

[10]

If in a graph G there is one and only one path between every pair of
vertices then prove that G is a tree.
A matrix of relation R from A to B is
⎡1
⎢0
⎢
M R = ⎢1
⎢
⎢1
⎢⎣0

0
1
0
1
1

1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1

1⎤
1⎥
⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎥
1⎥⎦

Find a maximal matching for A,B and R.
b)

i)

Define spanning tree of a graph. Obtain a spanning tree for weighted
graph G.

Also find weight of that spanning tree.
[4117]-203

2

ii)

Use Fleurys algorithm to construct an Euler circuit for the following
graph.
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PH - 221 : Oscillations, Waves and Sound
(2008 Pattern) (Paper - I) (Sem. - II) (51212)
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[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of calculator and log table is allowed.
4) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt all of the following.
a) State the different types of equillibria.
[1]
b) The differential equation of undamped simple Harmonic motion is
d 2x
2 2 + 200 x = 0
dt

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Find period of oscillations.
[1]
What are damped oscillations?
[1]
Enlist the different types of forces acting on a forced oscillator.
[1]
Give the condition for velocity resonance in case of forced oscillations. [1]
Define particle velocity & wave velocity.
[1]
What is doppler effect?
[1]
Give two applications of seismology.
[1]
Calculate the change in intensity level in dB if the intensity of sound
increases by 1000 times the original intensity.
[1]
Give the dependence of quality factor of oscillator upon coefficient of
damping.
[1]

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

Define half width of resonance curve. Show that half width is given by
Z=R

2m .

[5]
P.T.O

b)

What is logarithmic decrement of damped oscillator? Derive the expression

c)

RT
[5]
4m
Describe Rayleigh disc method to determine intensity level of sound. [5]
=

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

A simple harmonic oscillator has velocities V1 & V2 at positions x1 & x2
respectively from the equilibrium position. Prove that frequency of
oscillator is
v=

b)

[5]

1
2π

V12 − V22
x22 − x12

[5]

The equation of forced oscillations is given by

⎛ d 2x ⎞
⎛ dx ⎞
2⎜ 2 ⎟ + 80 ⎜ ⎟ + 1250 ( x ) = f 0 sin
⎝ dt ⎠
⎝ dt ⎠
Find the resonant angular frequency, quality factor and half width.
c)

[5]

A tension of 2 kg is applied to horizontal rope of linear density 0.049 kg/m
and it is made to vibrate with frequency of 100 Hz. Determine the speed of
transverse wave on the rope and the wavelength of wave.
[5]

Q4) Attempt the following :
a)

i)
ii)

Derive an expression of resultant path followed by a particle
subjected to two mutually perpendicular SHMs having frequencies
in the ratio 1 : 1.
[4]
Show that the doppler effect in sound is asymmetric.
[4]
OR

i)

Describe various types of seismic waves.

ii)

Show that in damped oscillatory motion the displacement is
− Rt

x = ae 2 m sin( pt +

b)

[4]
[4]

Attempt any one of the following :
i)

State Sabines formula and explain dependence of reverberation time
upon various factors.
[2]

ii)

A spectral line of wavelength 6000A° in the spectrum of a star is
found to be displaced from its normal position towards red end by
1A°. Calculate velocity of star.
[2]
tttt
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[4117] - 205
S.Y. B.Sc.
PHYSICS
PH - 222 : Optics
(2008 Pattern) (Sem. - II) (Paper - II) (51222)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of calculator and log table is allowed.
4) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt all of the following.
a) Define the terms, centre of curvature & radius of curvature.
[1]
b) State the cause of spherical aberration
[1]
c) State the types of reflecting type telescope.
[1]
d) State law of malus.
[1]
e) Define Fresnels diffraction.
[1]
f) Define polarization of light.
[1]
g) Focal length of each lens of Ramsdens eye - piece is 8 cm. Calculate
the focal length of eye - piece.
[1]
h) A ray of light is incident on the surface of a glass plate of refractive index
1.6003 at the polarizing angle. Calculate the polarizing angle.
[1]
i)
State any two applications of michelsons interferometer.
[1]
j) Find the resolving power of grating which can just resolve the wavelengths
5890 Å & 5896 Å.
[1]
Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

Derive lens makers formula for a thin lens.

[5]

b)

Describe cometic aberration & state its reduction methods.

[5]

c)

State & explain Brewsters law. Show that at polarizing angle, reflected
ray & refracted ray are perpendicular to each other.
[5]

P.T.O

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :
a) Two thin convex lenses of same material having focal lengths f1, f2, & f3
are separated by a distance 20 cm. The combination of lenses satisfies
the condition for no chromatic aberration & minimum spherical aberration.
Find the values of f, f1 & f2.
[5]
b)
c)

The lenses in Huygens eye - piece have focal length of 3 cm & 9 cm.
Find the distance between them and sketch the cardinal points.
[5]
A parallel beam of sodium light is incident on a oil film floating on water.
When the film is observed at an angle of 30° with the normal, 6th dark fringe
is seen. Determine thickness of the film. Refractive index of oil = 1.46. [5]

Q4) Attempt the following :
a)

i)

Show that the distance of the second principal point from the second
lens of an optical system is given by
=−

xf
f1

Where symbols have their usual meanings.
ii)

[4]

Obtain an expression for the fringe width in the interference pattern
produced with a wedge shaped fim.
[4]
OR

b)

i)

Explain the construction & working of an astronomical telescope. Derive
the expression for its magnifying power in normal adjustment.
[4]

ii)

Distinguish between negative crystal and positive crystal with
examples.
[4]

Attempt any one of following :
i)

State Rayleighs criterian of resolution.

ii)

Unpolarized light falls on two polarizing sheets placed one on top
of other. What must be the angle between the characteristic directions
of the sheet if intensity of transmitted light is one fourth intensity of
the incident beam?
[2]
tttt
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CH - 221 : Inorganic Chemistry
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Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Answer the following :
[10]
a) What is calcination?
b) What is principle in Aluminothermic process?
c) Give the two names of Iron ores.
d) Draw the structure of graphite.
e) Define chemical Toxicology.
f) What are oxy - acids?
g) Calculate the magnetic moment of Mn2+ ion using spin only formula
(Atomic No. Mn = 25).
h) CuSo4 is blue in colour. Explain.
i)
What are hard acids?
j)
What are the types of corrosion?
Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
[10]
a) Write the names, symbols and electronic configuration of IV A group
elements. Explain the trends in the following properties.
i) Atomic size.
ii) Ionisation potential.
b) Explain Bronsted - Lowry theory of acids and bases with suitable
examples. Give its merits and demerits.
c) Answer the following :
i) Froth floatation process.
ii) Explain biochemical effects of mercury.
P.T.O

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :
[10]
a) What are the transition elements? Explain following properties of these
elements.
i)
ii)
b)
c)
Q4) a)

b)

Atomic size.
Reactivity.

Discuss the electrolysis process to get aluminium from alumina with
diagram.
What is passivity? What is electrochemical passivity? What are its
applications?
Attempt any one of the following :

[6]

i)

What is steel? How it is manufactured by Acid - Bessemer process?
What are advantages and disadvantages of Bessemer process.

ii)

What are the properties of a useful solvent? Discuss each property
in brief.

Attempt any one of the following :

[4]

i)

Give different methods for the prevention of corrosion of metals.

ii)

Explain the bonding and shape of H2SO4 molecule.
tttt
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CH - 222 : Analytical Chemistry
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Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of logarithmic tables and calculator is allowed.
4) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Answer the following :
[10]
a) What is a flux?
b) Why is NH4Cl added before adding NH4OH in inorganic qualitative
analysis?
c) Which compounds give the positive iodoform test?
d) Define ‘End point’ in volumetric analysis.
e) Write the structure of EDTA molecule.
f) Determine the correct number of significant figures in 0.0058 kg and
45600 gm.
g) How carbon is detected from organic compound?
h) What is a group reagent for IV group?
i)
What are the limitations of distribution coefficient?
j) Define primary standard substance.
Q2) a)

Answer any two of the following :
[6]
i) Explain the factors affecting on solvent extraction.
ii) Define common ion effect. Explain one application of common ion
effect in qualitative analysis.
iii) Describe the method of estimation of available chlorine in bleaching
powder.

b)

In Liebig method 0.4 gm of an organic compound gave 0.45 gm of
carbondioxide and 0.25 gm of water. Calculate percentage of carbon
and hydrogen in the compound.
[4]
P.T.O

Q3) a)

Answer any two of the following
[6]
i) What are mixed indicators? Where are they used? Give preparation
of any one mixed indicator.
ii)
iii)

b)

Explain any two methods for the minimisation of determinate errors.
How is acid detected? Give two characteristic tests for carboxylic
group.

Solve any one of the following :

[4]

i)

50 ml of an aqueous solution of an organic compound was shaken
with 25 ml of ether. It was found that 0.03 moles of compound
remained in aqueous layer and 0.3 moles were extracted by ether.
Calculate distribution ratio D and percent extracted E.

ii)

From the following sets of data for certain measurements, calculate
absolute error and relative error.
Set I

Set II

True value Observed value True value
512.4
Q4) a)

512.7

0.123

Observed value
0.122

What is a titration curve? Explain the titration curve of strong acid and
weak base. Which indicator will you choose for this titration? Why? [6]
OR
Explain the Kjeldahl’s method of estimating nitrogen in an organic
compound.

b)

Answer any one of the following :

[4]

i)

What are the requirements for a successful application of an
adsorption indicator?

ii)

Discuss the removal of phosphate ion using ferric chloride method.
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[4117] - 219
S.Y. B.Sc.
MICROBIOLOGY
MB - 222 : Applied Microbiology - I
(51922) (Paper - II) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt the following:

[10]

a)

What are droplet nuclei?

b)

Define total suspended solids.

c)

What is meant by Bio-magnification?

d)

Name any two dissolved oxygen sensors used in monitoring fermentation
process.

e)

Enlist two methods of air sampling.

f)

Name two types of continuous sterilizers used for sterilization of
fermentation media.

g)

Give two examples of air borne infections.

h)

Define ground water.

i)

The inoculum used for inoculating a large scale fermentor must be ----.
(50% v/v, 3-10% v/v, 100% v/v, 0% v/v).

j)

State true or false :- The microbial strain used for industrial production
of metabolites should be genetically stable.
P.T.O.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:

[10]

a)

Describe any two indicators of faecal contamination of water.

b)

Comment on monitoring and control of air flora in hospital environment.

c)

Diagramatically illustrate a typical CSTR.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:

[10]

a)

What is dual fermentation? Explain the process with one example.

b)

Enlist the methods of primary, secondary and tertiary treatment of effluent
and explain any one method of secondary treatment.

c)

What is meant by inoculum development? Explain its process.

Q4) Attempt any one of the following:
a)

Describe the bacterial analysis of water for potability with respect to
i)

b)

[10]

Eijkman test

ii)

Membrane filter technique.

Enlist the sources of following components and give their nutritional
aspects in media for industrial fermentation.
i)

Carbon source

ii)

Nitrogen source

iii)

Precursors

iv)

Amino acids & vitamins

v)

Minerals
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[4117] - 220
S.Y. B.Sc.
PSYCHOLOGY
Health Psychology
(Paper - I) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern) (52012)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

Attempt all questions.

2)

Draw the diagrams & figures wherever necessary.

3)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in two or four sentences:
a)

Define Health Psychology.

b)

Define stress.

c)

What is AIDS?

d)

What is learned helplessness.

e)

Define conflict.

f)

What is coping?

g)

What is PTSD?

h)

Define nutrition.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following in eight or ten sentences:
a)

Explain mind and body connection.

b)

Describe problem focused constructive coping.

c)

Describe health risks associated with smoking.

[16]

[8]

P.T.O.

Q3) Write short notes on any two of the following:
a)

Nutrition and health.

b)

Defensive coping.

c)

Appraisal Focused constructive coping.

Q4) Explain in detail models of illness.

[8]

OR
Explain in detail the potential effects of stress.

TTT
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[4117] - 221
S.Y. B.Sc.
PSYCHOLOGY
Counseling Psychology
(Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (Sem. - II) (52022)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Draw the figures & diagrams wherever necessary.

3)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in two or four sentences:

[16]

a)

Define counseling.

b)

What is initial disclosure?

c)

Who proposed person - centered counseling?

d)

What is Gestalt counseling?

e)

What are the tools to be used in the assessment of child functioning.

f)

How to work with parents?

g)

What are the normative events?

h)

What are the predictable counseling agendas?

Q2) Attempt any two of the following in eight or ten sentences:
a)

Explain the core conditions of counseling.

b)

How children differ from adults?

c)

Explain the importance of cognitive counseling.

[8]

P.T.O

Q3) Write short note on any two of the following:
a)

Characteristics of older adults as clients.

b)

Stages of counseling process.

c)

Person - centred counseling.

Q4) Explain the characteristics of effective counselor.
OR
Explain the skills in communication among children.

TTT
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[4117] - 224
S.Y. B.Sc.
ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
EL - 221 : Digital System Design
(Paper - I) (Sem. - II) (52212) (Old Course)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Attempt all of the following:
a)

What is meant by tristate outputs?

[1]

b)

Define settling time.

[1]

c)

What is totalizer?

[1]

d)

State the advantages of open collector gate.

[1]

e)

IC 74147 is called priority encoder. Comment.

[2]

f)

One can design a modulo - 5 counter using 3- bit ripple counter.
Comment.
[2]

g)

Convert gray to binary of the following:
i)

h)

10101

ii)

[2]

10011

A certain gate draws the average ICC 2.5 mA. What is its average power
dissipation if VCC = 5 volts and it is operated on a 50% duty cycle? [2]

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a)

Design full adder using K - map.

[4]

b)

Explain the operation of 4 - bit bidirectional shift register with the help of
neat diagram.
[4]

c)

Explain working of Tri-state inverter with the help of circuit diagram.[4]
P.T.O
1

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:
a)

Design 3- bit odd parity generator using k-map.

[4]

b)

Describe the operation of 4-bit ripple binary counter.

[4]

c)

Draw the block diagram of auto parking system and explain its operation.
[4]

Q4) Attempt all of the following:
a)

Obtain the logical expression for segments a and c of the BCD to 7
segment decoder to drive the common anode display.
[6]

b)

With the help of block diagram, explain the working of Dual slope ADC.
Give advantages over single slope ADC.
[6]
OR

Attempt all of the following:
a)

What will be the conversion time and average conversion time of a 12-bit
successive approximation type ADC with 1 MHz clock?
[4]

b)

A clock of 10 kHz is applied to 7491A. How long will it take to produce
an input pulse at the output?
[4]

c)

What is the full scale output voltage of 5-bit binary ladder if logic
0 = 0 volts and logic 1 = 5 volts.
[4]
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[4117] - 224
S.Y. B.Sc.
ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
EL - 222 : Electronic Instrumentation
(Paper - I) (Sem. - II) (522A2) (New Course)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All the questions are compulsory.
2) Draw the neat diagrams wherever necessary.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
4) Use of Non programmable calculator is allowed.

Q1) Attempt all of the following:
a) Define the term Error used in the measuring Instrument.

[1]

b)

State the names of different modes in which CRO can be used.

[1]

c)

State the different types of probes used in CRO.

[1]

d)
e)

Define the term Linearity of the measuring Instrument.
[1]
In analog function generator basic signal is a triangular wave. Comment.
[2]
The efficiency of ON-line UPS is less than OFF-Line UPS. Comment.
[2]

f)
g)
h)

Calculate the speed in RPM. Given pulses per second is 400 and number
of teeth on Roter is 40.
[2]
Sine wave observed on CRO is having Vpp = 20 volt. Calculate RMS
voltage.
[2]

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a)
b)
c)

Draw the block diagram of measurement system and explain each Block. [4]
Draw the circuit diagram of Electronic voltmeter and state its advantages
over Analog voltmeter?
[4]
Draw the block diagram of function Generator and explain the working. [4]
P.T.O
3

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:
a) Draw the block diagram of DFM along with time base selector switch
and explain the importance of Schmitt trigger used in DFM?
[4]
b) Draw the block diagram of regulated power supply. What should be the
value of load regulation and line regulation in percentage for an Ideal
Regulated power supply?
[4]
c)

Draw the block diagram of LUX Meter and explain the working.

[4]

Q4) Attempt any two of the following:
a) Draw the block diagram of Dual Trace CRO and explain each block in
detail.
[6]
b)

a)

b)

c)

Draw the block diagram of ON-Line UPS and OFF-Line UPS and explain
any one in detail.
[6]
OR
In Case of Inductive pickup tachometer state the formula for calculating
the speed in RPS along with details of notations. Calculate the speed in
RPM and RPS if the number of pulses per second is 1000 and number
of teeth on rotar is 50.
[4]
For a sine wave observed on Oscilloscope the distance betn two adjucent
positive peaks is 4 divisions and distance between positive peak and
negative peak is 10 divisions. If the position of Time/Div is at 50 μs/Div
and Volts/Div Knob is at 2 volt/Div, then calculate the frequency and VPP
of observed sine wave.
[4]
Draw the basic circuit diagram of DC ammeter by using PMMC and
calculate the value of RSH for the measurement of 0 to 500 mA current
with internal resistance of 100 Ω. Given full scale deflection current is
10 mA.
[4]
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[4117] - 225
S.Y. B.Sc.
ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
EL - 222 : Communication System
(Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (Sem. - II) (52222)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw the neat diagram wherever necessary.
4) Use of Non programmable calculator is allowed.

Q1) Attempt all of the following:
a) What is Dish TV?

[1]

b)

State applications of electronic communication.

[1]

c)

What is purpose of front porch?

[1]

d)
e)
f)

What do you mean by MODEM?
[1]
Mobile phone is nothing but cellular phone. Comment.
[2]
The total channel band width of 7 MHz is necessary for successfull
transmission of both picture and sound signal in the 625 line system.
Comment.
[2]

g)

A carrier wave of 100 kW is amplitude modulated at 100% depth of
modulating signal. Calculate power in sidebands.
[2]
Calculate number of links required to connect 50 subscribers.
[2]

h)

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a)
b)
c)

What are various frequency demodulators? With circuit diagram explain
any one of them.
[4]
Describe the basic principle of colour television.
[4]
What do you mean by Fiber optic cable? Describe the types of it. [4]
P.T.O

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:
a) Draw the block diagram of communication system and explain each
block.
[4]
b) What is internet? Explain any two applications of it.
[4]
c)

With appropriate diagram explain composite video signal.

[4]

Q4) Attempt the following:
a) What is an ionosphere? Explain its different layers. Define skip distance
and maximum usable Frequency.
[6]
b)

Explain the operation of DTMF and pulse dialing system. State
advantages of DTMF dialing.
[6]
OR
Attempt the following:
a)

b)
c)

A modulating signal 10 sin (2π × 103 t) is used to modulate a carrier
signal 20 sin (2π × 104 t). Find modulation index, Frequency of sidebands
and their amplitude.
[4]
For receiver with RF 900 kHz and IF 455 kHz, Determine local oscillator
frequency and image frequency.
[4]
A sinusoidal carrier has amplitude of 10 volts and frequency 30 kHz. It is
amplitude modulated by a sinusoidal voltage of amplitude 3 volts and
frequency 1 kHz. Determine equation for modulated wave and plot the
waves showing maxima and minima of waveform.
[4]
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[4117] - 226
S.Y. B.Sc.
DEFENCE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
DS - 201 : Strategic Issues In International Relations
(Sem. - II) (Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (52312)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in 2 to 4 sentences each.
a)

Define strategy.

b)

Write the concept of Foreign Policy.

c)

What is Diplomacy?

d)

Define Arms control.

e)

Define Disarmament.

f)

Why ASEAN was established?

g)

What is meant by International Terrorism?

h)

Write the objective of SAARC.

Q2) Answer in 8 to 10 sentences (any two) :
a)

Why Military Pacts are necessary?

b)

Establish relationship between Foreign Policy and Diplomacy.

c)

Why Arms control are necessary?

[16]

[8]

P.T.O

Q3) Write short notes on (any two) :
a)

Human Rights

b)

Global Warming

c)

EEC

[8]

Q4) Answer in 16 to 20 sentences (any one) :
a)

Explain the difficulties in executing disarmament and Arms control.

b)

Explain and differentiate Old and New Diplomacy.

kbkb
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[4117] - 227
S.Y. B.Sc.
DEFENCE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
DS - 202 : Indias National Security
(Sem. - II) (Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (52322)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in 2 or 4 Sentences each.
a)

Define National values.

b)

State the meaning of national security.

c)

Define Energy security.

d)

Write the meaning of Secessionist force.

e)

Define Maritime Security.

f)

Write any two objectives of Indias Foreign policy.

g)

What do you mean by nuclear programme.

h)

Define Terrorism.

Q2) Answer in 8 to 10 Sentences each (any two) :
a)

Make a brief review of Indias freedom struggle movement.

b)

Write a note on Indias maritime security.

c)

Discuss importance of food security.

[16]

[8]

P.T.O.

Q3) Write short notes on (any two) :
a)

India - Pakistan war of 1965.

b)

India - China war of 1962.

c)

Indias nuclear Programme.

[8]

Q4) Answer in 18 to 20 sentences (Any one) :
a)

Write a note on Indias land border and its management.

b)

Evaluate Indias national security threats in 21st century.

kbkb
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[4117] - 228
S.Y. B.Sc.
DEFENCE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
DS - 203 : Military Geography
(Sem. - II) (Paper - III) (2008 Pattern) (52332)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in 2 or 4 Sentences.
a)

Define Military Geography.

b)

What do you understand by logistics?

c)

To whom we called ship of desert?

d)

Define Grand strategy.

e)

State the principles of logistics.

f)

Write any two uses of Military Geography.

g)

State the ideal period for High Altitude warfare.

h)

Write any two characteristics of warfare.

Q2) Answer in 8 to 10 Sentences (any two) :
a)

Explain the slope of Military Geography.

b)

Write in brief tactical problems in plain warfare.

c)

Explain the concept of strategy.

[16]

[8]

P.T.O

Q3) Write short notes on (any two) :

[8]

a)

Significance of logistics : Historical Example.

b)

Process of formation of Grand strategy.

c)

An example of Tactics.

Q4) Answer in 16 to 20 sentences (Any one) :

[8]

a)

How you would considers an environment as a factor of National Security?
Explain.

b)

Explain the characteristics & logistics problems of jungle warfare.
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[4117] - 229
S.Y. B.Sc.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
ENV - 201 : Biological Diversity
(Sem. - II) (Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (52412)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Draw neat & labelled diagram wherever necessary.

3)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Attempt the following in 1-2 lines each.
a)

Who defined the term Biodiversity?

b)

What is meant by keystone species?

c)

Enlist any 2 endangered species.

d)

Give 2 domesticated microbes.

e)

What are the 2 types of protected Areas?

f)

Write the full form of CBD.

g)

What is meant by species Evenness?

h)

Define Wetland.

i)

Give any 2 biodiversity hotspot.

j)

Define Ecosystem Diversity.

Q2) Write short note on any 2 of the following :
a)

Origin of genetic variation in species.

b)

India as mega diversity nation.

c)

GMOs & their effects on ecosystem.

[10]

[10]

P.T.O

Q3) Answer any 2 of the following :

[10]

a)

Discuss any 2 factors affecting the distribution of biodiversity.

b)

What is Ex-Situ conservation? Describe various methods.

c)

Discribe the different types of biodiversity.

Q4) Answer any one of the following :

[10]

a)

Discuss in detail the various values associated to biodiversity.

b)

Give an account of various national and international efforts and, traditional
methods of conservation.

kbkb
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[4117] - 230
S.Y. B.Sc.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
ENV - 202 : Soil Science
(Sem. - II) (Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (52422)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt the following in one or two lines each.

[10]

a)

Give any 2 advantages of humus.

b)

Which instrument is used to measure soil moisture?

c)

State the difference between platy & columnar type of soil structure.

d)

What does soil colour indicate?

e)

Define : soil conservation.

f)

Give any 2 functions of nitrogen.

g)

Which type of soil is found more in Maharashtra?

h)

What are the different agents of soil erosion?

i)

Enlist the types of weathering.

j)

What is meant by cation exchange?

Q2) Answer any two of the following :
a)

Explain various methods for reclaimation of saline soil.

b)

Describe different reactions in soil.

c)

Give the methods used to control soil erosion.

[10]

P.T.O

Q3) Write notes on any two of the following :
a)

Effect of fertilizers on soil properties.

b)

Biofertilizers with importance.

c)

Role of trace elements in plant growth.

Q4) Answer any one of the following :

[10]

[10]

a)

What is soil texture? Explain different types of soil accordingly.

b)

Describe the role of different soil morgs on plant growth & soil fertility.
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[4117] - 231
S.Y. B.Sc.
OPTIONAL ENGLISH
Enriching Oral and Written Communication in English
(Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern) (53012)
Time :2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Write a transcript of a group discussion on Female Foeticide using
some expressions related to-expressing opinions, asking for opinion,
expressing agreement, expressing disagreement, suggesting, interrupting,
concluding, etc.

b)

You have applied for a bank loan to study abroad and have been asked
to attend an interview. Write five questions and their possible responses.

c)

Imagine that you are the secretary, students council of your college.
Prepare the script of a meeting you are chairing to discuss the activities
to be conducted during the Youth Week, using appropriate phrases.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

Write a paragraph of about 15 sentences on Terrorism.

b)

Punctuate the following.

c)

[10]

i)

they said to rose you must sing at the music festival.

ii)

we saw an exciting documentary film on aquatic animals the children
said.

iii)

i cannot come to office today the woman said to her friend.

iv)

what is the arrival time of the train from mumbai i asked.

v)

how talented the young dancer is thought the critic.

Summarize the following paragraph to one third of its length. Suggest a
suitable title. Prepare a rough draft as well.
P.T.O.

Deforestation is the permanent destruction of natural forests and
woodlands. Therate at which deforestation is happening is a matter of
great concern. The phenomenon is the result of large-scale cutting down
of forests in order to make more land available for agriculture, industries
and housing. There is also a great demand for wood as both fuel and
building material. Widespread deforestation leads to a huge increase in
carbon dioxide, which is produced when trees are burnt or allowed to
rot. Secondly, with vegetation disappearing from the surface of the earth,
there is soil erosion. This is, therefore, also one of the causes for
desertification. Finally, many species are in danger of becoming extinct
due to loss of natural habitats. If steps to prevent deforestation are not
taken soon, we are likely to lose all our tropical forests in few years from
now.
Q3) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Write a review of a book that you liked, taking into account its importance,
message, social or moral implication, and give your opinion on it.

b)

Write a few lines on what happened after it started raining using the
words and phrases given below:
Cooling breeze, pouring cats and dogs, pelting down, a gentle drizzle,
leaky roof, smell of wet earth, cleansing, drumming on the roof, drench.

c)

Write a few lines on The day when everything went wrong.

Q4) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

You are planning a visit to Kashmir with your friends. Write a transcript
of the telephonic conversation you had with your travel agent.

b)

Write an e-mail letter to flipkart.com placing an order for some recently
released books.

c)

Prepare 5 slides of about 20 words each for a power point presentation
that you would like to make on Conservation of Nature.
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[4117] - 237
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
VOC-221 : Unit Process in Organic Industries
(Sem. - II) (Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (55612)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Draw neat diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Give balanced equations with conditions for the following reactions / synthesis.
[16]
a)

Benzene

⎯
⎯→ Dodecyl benzene

b)

Chlorobenzene

⎯
⎯→ Aniline

c)

Nitrobenzene

⎯
⎯→ m-Dinitrobenzene

d)

Acetanilide

⎯
⎯→ N-ethyl aniline

e)

Acetic acid

⎯
⎯→ Chloroacetic acid

f)

Benzene

⎯
⎯→ Chlorobenzene

g)

Cellulose

⎯
⎯→ Cellulose acetate

h)

Toluene

⎯
⎯→ Benzoic acid

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :

[8]

a)

Discuss the orientation effects in Nitration of substituted benzene with
suitable examples.

b)

What is reduction? What are reducing reagents? Name any four reducing
reagents.

c)

Discuss the mechanism of the sulphonation of benzene.

P.T.O

Q3) Write short notes on any two of the following :
a)

Different halogenating reagents.

b)

Esterification process.

c)

Friedel Craft alkylation.

[8]

Q4) Describe the manufacture of aniline from nitrobenzene with the help of a flow
sheet.
[8]
OR
Describe the manufacture of phenyl ethyl alcohol with the help of a flow
sheet.
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[4117] - 238
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
BIOTECHNOLOGY
VOC - Biotech - 221 : Plant and Animal Tissue Culture
(Sem. - II) (Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (55712)
Time :2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) All questions carry equal marks.

Q1) Answer each of the following in 1 - 2 lines :
a)

Define plant tissue culture.

b)

Give the role of auxins in PTC.

c)

What is cell suspension culture?

d)

Write any two applications of protoplast culture.

e)

Name any two culture media used in PTC.

f)

What is a cell line?

g)

Enlist types of animal tissue cultures.

h)

What is monolayer culture?

i)

Give any two applications of ATC.

j)

Name any two instruments used in ATC.

Q2) Write short notes on any two of the following :
a)

Surface sterilization.

b)

Principle & working of autoclave.

c)

Culture vessels.

[Max. Marks :40

[10]

[10]

P.T.O

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Give an account of history of PTC in India.

b)

Write note on life span of a cell line.

c)

Describe in brief the procedure of density gradient centrifugation.

Q4) Give detailed account of steps involved in Micropropagation.
OR
Describe in detail the types & procedure of mammalian organ culture.
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[4117] - 239
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
PHOTOGRAPHY AND AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTION
Colour Photography
(Sem. - II) (Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (58012)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Draw neat and labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

3)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in short :

[16]

a)

Explain the characteristics of black body radiation.

b)

What do you mean by the Purkunje shift?

c)

What happens if a daylight scene is exposed with white balance setting
at the tungsten light?

d)

Colour temperature of the rising Sun is 2000 Kelvin. Convert it to mired.

e)

Give examples and explain the difference between primary and secondary
colours.

f)

What are complementary colours? How important are they in
photography?

g)

What do you mean by the colour conversion filters?

h)

Define the colour temperature of a light source.

Q2) Attempt ANY TWO of the following :

[8]

a)

What do you mean by the mired shift? What is positive and negative
Mired shift? How are these corrected?

b)

Discuss the reasons for using filters in a colour enlarger.

c)

Discuss the importance of histogram in digital photography.
P.T.O

Q3) Write short notes on ANY TWO of the following :
a)

Use of polarizer filter in colour photography.

b)

Colour vision.

c)

Use of different light sources in photography.

Q4) Attempt ANY ONE of the following :

[8]

[8]

a)

Draw a suitable diagram and explain the three point lighting setup used
for portrait lighting. Clearly mention the type purpose of various lights
you will be using.

b)

Draw a suitable sketch and explain the concept of photographic
composition. Which elements of composition do you think are important
in your sketch? Why are they important?
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[4117] - 240
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & MAINTENANCE (EEM)
VOC. EEM - 221 : Audio, Video and Office Equipment - B
(Sem. - II) (Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (58112)
Time :2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat diagrams wherever necessary.

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Answer the following :
a)

State the advantages of multimedia projectors.

[1]

b)

Name the current video standard used in PC.

[1]

c)

What is the difference between mouse and touchpad?

[1]

d)

Define - multimedia.

[1]

e)

What information is encoded in a barcode?

[2]

f)

Write the principle of operation of inkjet printer.

[2]

g)

Give the principle of operation of Xerox machine.

[2]

h)

State different types of input / output devices of a PC.

[2]

Q2) Answer any two of the following :
a)

Draw a neat labelled diagram of over-head projector.

[4]

b)

Write short note on - Rolling Display.

[4]

c)

Give the working principles of LCD and DLP projectors.

[4]

P.T.O

Q3) Answer any two of the following :
a)

Write the features of latest microprocessor used in PCs.

[4]

b)

State the functions of video adapter of a PC. Give different types of
Video cards.
[4]

c)

Write short note on flat screen display.

[4]

Q4) Answer the following :
a)

Explain the working of Laser Printer with the help of neat diagram. [6]

b)

Draw a neat labelled diagram of a Motherboard. State the functions of
Flash ROM.
[6]
OR

Answer the following :
a)

Explain the keyboard scanning principle with the help of neat block
diagram of a PC Keyboard.
[6]

b)

Prepare a neat constructional diagram of a CRT. State the functions of
accelerating electrodes.
[6]
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[4117] - 242
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
SEED TECHNOLOGY
Vegetable Seed Production
(Sem. - II) (Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (58912)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Draw neat and labeled diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt the following :

[10]

a)

What is apomixes?

b)

Define pollination?

c)

Write any two objectives of hybridization.

d)

Enlist methods of population improvement.

e)

Write different methods of classification for vegetable crops.

f)

Give the isolation distance for foundation seed production in Tomato?

g)

What is roughing?

h)

Which type of nursery bed is required for growing seedlings in Brinjal?

i)

What is GMS?

j)

Give any two objectives of vegetable seed production.

P.T.O

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :

[2 × 5 = 10]

a)

What is megasporogenesis? Describe megaspore formation process with
neat labeled diagram.

b)

Define self incompatibility? Explain any one type of self incompatibility.

c)

Discuss procedure for hybridization in vegetable crops.

Q3) Write notes on (any two) :

[2 × 5 = 10]

a)

Pedigree selection.

b)

Achievements of population improvement.

c)

Modes of pollination.

Q4) Give seed production procedure with reference to land requirement, isolation,
nursery management, cultural practices, roguing, plant protection, harvesting,
seed extraction, drying and storage in Tomato.
[10]
OR
Give seed production procedure with reference to land requirement, isolation,
nursery management, cultural practices, roguing, plant protection, harvesting,
seed extraction, drying and storage in Bitter guard.
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[4117] - 243
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY
VOC - IND - MIC - 221 : Microbial Fermentations and Downstream
Processing
(Sem. - II) (Paper - I) (Theory) (2008 Pattern) (58212)
Time :2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) All questions carry equal marks.
4) Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.
5) Use of scientific calculators is allowed.

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Answer the following :

[10]

a)

Name the fermentation product produced using solid substrate
fermentation.

b)

Fill in the blank:
_________ enzyme can be used to lyse plant cell.

c)

State whether the statement is True or False ultrasonication can be used
for lysing microbial cells in large scale operations.

d)

Define : Partition Coefficient.

e)

Fill in the blank :
At acidic pH, penicillin gets converted to ____________.

f)

Name the symbiotic N2 fixing bacteria used as bioinoculant.

g)

Give any two uses of acetic acid.

h)

Define : Centrifugation.

i)

Name any two flocculating agents used for cell flocculation from broth.

j)

Give an application of amylase.
P.T.O

Q2) Answer any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Enlist the types of batch filters used in removal of microbial cells from
finished fermentation broth & describe any one in detail.

b)

Draw the flow chart to present industrial production of Penicillin G.

c)

List the solvents used for precipitation of proteins from fermentation
broth. Describe the method of enzyme precipitation using solvent.

Q3) Answer any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Give the biochemical mechanism involved in Glutamic acid production.

b)

With the help of diagram, explain the principle of counter-current
extraction.

c)

Give the principle underlying Adsorption chromatography technique and
its use for purification of fermentation product from fermented broth.

Q4) Answer any one of the following :

[10]

a)

With the help of flow chart, describe the production of Vitamin B12 by
fermentation process.

b)

Describe different types of drying processes as final stage of
manufacturing of fermentation product.
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[4117] - 244
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
VOC - 222 : Industrial Pollution
(Sem. - II) (Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (55622)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Draw neat diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Answer the following :
a)

Why is ozone is a better water sterilizer than chlorine?

b)

Name the chemical constituents in permanent hard water.

c)

Convert 20 French into Clark.

d)

Name the chemical constituents of London Smog.

e)

Define night soil.

f)

Which are green house gases?

g)

Define soil profile.

h)

Define batch discharge.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

Write a note on pesticide pollution.

b)

Compare BOD and COD tests.

c)

Explain Flash evaporation method used to desalinate water.

[16]

[8]

P.T.O.

Q3) Attemt any two of the following :

[8]

a)

Explain the process of lagooning used for sludge disposal.

b)

Write a note on the treatment of wastes from the explosives industry.

c)

Write a note on nitrogen the cycle.

Q4) Explain the lmhoff septic tank construction and functioning.
OR
Explain the types of chlorinations used to disinfect water.
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[4117] - 245
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
BIOTECHNOLOGY
VOC - Biotech : 222 - Immunology
(Sem. - II) (Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (55722)
Time :2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) All questions carry equal marks.

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Answer each of the following in 1 - 2 lines :

[10]

a)

Define : Antigen.

b)

Give function of IgA in immunity.

c)

Explain the role of lymphocytes in immunity.

d)

How HAT selection is used in monoclonal antibody production?

e)

What are vaccines?

f)

Name the immunologicals involved in type II hypersensitivity reaction?

g)

What is adaptive immunity?

h)

Name any one factor involved in viral infection inhibition.

i)

What is agglutination?

j)

Which molecules are involved in B lymphocyte activation?

Q2) Write short notes on any two of the following (8 - 10 lines) :
a)

Types of vaccines.

b)

MHC II complex.

c)

Tc cells.

[10]

P.T.O.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following (8 - 10 lines) :

[10]

a)

What is ELISA? Explain different applications of ELISA.

b)

Define cell mediated immunity. Explain any one type of cell involved in
cell mediated immunity.

c)

Comment on secondary immune response.

Q4) What are antigens? Explain different properties of antigens in detail.
OR
Explain in great detail the process and applications of RIA.
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[4117] - 246
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
PHOTOGRAPHY AND AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTION
Principles & Applications of Analog and Digital Communications
(Sem. - II) (Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (58022)
Time :2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat and labeled diagrams wherever necessary.

[Max. Marks :40

Q1) Solve following questions :
a)

b)

c)

State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.
i)

Timing error is reduced due to synchronization.

ii)

Serial transmission is faster transmission.

Comment on the following statements.
i)

SSB generation is preferred over DSB.

ii)

FSK is normally used in MODEM.

Attempt the following.
i)

ii)

[2]

[4]

[6]

For a binary PCM system, the number of bits per transmitted word
is 8 and the sampling frequency fs=8Khz. Calculate the
1)

bit rate and

2)

baud rate.

Six message signals each of BW 5 KHz are Time Division
Multiplexed and transmitted. Calculate.
1)

Signaling rate

2)

Minimum channel BW of the PAM/TDM Channel.

P.T.O

Q2) Explain ANY TWO of the following :

[8]

a)

Explain TDM system with the help of diagram.

b)

What is the need of Modulation? Describe its advantages?

c)

Calculate the maximum bit rate for a channel having Band Width 300 Hz
and S/N ration is 40db.

Q3) Explain ANY TWO of the following :

[8]

a)

Explain the Shanons theorem on the Channel Capacity. What is the
importance of Channel Bandwidth?

b)

Compare the FM and AM Systems.

c)

What is PAM? Explain the Generation of PAM with diagram.

Q4) Solve ANY TWO of the following Numericals :

[12]

a)

A. Calculate the Carrier Swing, frequency deviation and modulation index
of FM signal which reaches a maximum frequency of 99.05 MHz and
minimum frequency of 99.03 MHz. The frequency of modulating signal
is 6 KHz.

b)

The rms antenna current from an AM transmitter measures by 15% over
its unmodulated value when sinusoidal modulation is applied, Determines
the m.

c)

A FM wave is represented by the following equation,
V = 10 sin [5 × 108t + 41250t]
Find :
i)

Carrier and modulating frequencies.

ii)

Modulation index and maximum deviation.

iii)

The power dissipated by this FM wave in 5 ohm resistor.
OR

Attempt ANY TWO of the following

[12]

a)

Explain natural PAM sampling and flat topped sampling.

b)

Explain Bell 103 and Bell 212 modems.

c)

Explain the working of super heterodyne AM receiver with a neat block
diagram.
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[4117] - 250
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY
VOC - IND - MIC - 222 - Quality Assurance in Industrial Products
(Theory) (Paper - II) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern) (58222)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) All questions carry equal marks.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
4) Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.
5) Use of scientific calculator is allowed.

Q1) Answer the following

[10]

a)

Define “Carcinogen”.

b)

State whether the following statement is TRUE/FALSE BIS stands for
Bureau of International Standards.

c)

Name the organism used in ‘Modified Ame’s test.

d)

State the relationship between Zone diameter and concentration of product
in gel diffusion assay method.

e)

State any two tests to assess quality of canneal fruit juice.

f)

What is MIC of antibiotics?

g)

What is the difference between ‘sterile’ and ‘Commercially sterile’?

h)

Write any two types of chromatographic assays.

i)

State the limitation of ‘Ame’s test’.

j)

What is AGMARK?

Q2) Answer any two of the following.

[10]

a)

Explain importance of pharcopoeia in fermentation industry.

b)

Describe LAL test used for pyrogen testing.

c)

Enlist the quality assurance tests carried out for dairy & food products.
Describe any one test in detail.
P.T.O

Q3) Answer any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Give the factors affecting diffusion assay.

b)

Describe the method for testing sterility of an antibiotic vial.

c)

Explain the role of FDA in controlling quality of products.

Q4) Answer any one of the following
a)
b)

[10]

Explain in detail the procedure determining the potency of Vit B12 using
turbidimetric assay method.
Enlist the quality assurance test carried out for packaged drinking water
& explain any one method in detail.
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[4117] - 23
F.Y. B.Sc.

DEFENCE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
DS - 1 : War and Warfare
(42310) (2008 Pattern) (Paper - I)
Time :3 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in 20 words (any 10):
a)

Define Chemical Warfare.

b)

What is H-Hour?

c)

Define Rumours.

d)

Define Insurgency.

e)

Define Terrorism.

f)

Define Naxalism.

g)

What is Amphibious Force?

h)

What is meant by Second Strike Capability?

i)

Define WAR.

j)

Introduce Indo-Pak War 1971.

k)

Write about Indias first and second nuclear Test.

l)

Introduce Information Warfare.

[Max. Marks :80

[20]

m) What is AirPower?

P.T.O

Q2) Answer in 50 words (any 2):

[10]

a)

What is International Terrorism?

b)

Write about the nature of Modern War.

c)

What is limited war?

d)

Write about the purpose of war.

Q3) Answer in 150 words (any 2):

[20]

a)

Explain about Theory of War.

b)

What are the subject of propagation in Psy War?

c)

Explain the constraints in controlling LIC.

d)

Explain about the types of Psychological Warfare.

Q4) Answer in 300 words (any 2):

[30]

a)

Discuss about the theory of Nuclear Deterrence.

b)

Discuss the principles of Guerill Warfare.

c)

Explain about the causes of war in detail.

d)

Write an essay on Chemical & Biological Warfare.
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[4117]-102

S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - I)
MATHEMATICS - II
MT-212 (A) and MT-212 (B)
MT-212 (A) : Differential Equations
(Paper - II (A)) (2008 Pattern) (51121)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Candidates are advised to see the relevant question paper and solve the same.
All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.
D stands for the differential operator.

Q1) Attempt any five of the following :
a)

[10]

State the order and degree of the equation
3

d 2 y ⎛ dy ⎞
4
−⎜ ⎟ = 3
2
dx
⎝ dx ⎠ ⎛ d y ⎞
⎜⎜ 3 ⎟⎟
⎝ dx ⎠
b)

c)
d)

Solve the differential equation.

d3y
d2y
dy
−
6
+
9
=0
dx
dx3
dx 2
Find the integrating factor for the differential equation
(x2 + y2 + 2x)dx + 2ydy = 0

e)

Test whether the differential equation is exact or not
(y2  2xy + 6x)dx  (x2  2xy + 2)dy = 0
Define Bernoullis equation.

f)

Find the particular solution of the differential equation.

g)

d3y
dy
+ 9 = cos 3 x
3
dx
dx
Verify that y1 = sinx is a solution of differential equation
d2y
dy
x
−
2
tan
+ 3y = 0
dx
dx 2
P.T.O.
1

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

[10]

Explain the method of solving the homogeneous differential equation

dy f ( x, y )
, where f(x, y) and g(x, y) are homogeneous functions of
=
dx g ( x, y )
same degree.
b)

Solve y(xy + 2x2y2)dx + x(xy  x2y2)dy = 0.

c)

Find the orthogonal trajectories of the family of curves x3 = cy2, where c
is constant.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

[10]

Let f(D) be a polynomial in D =

d
with constant coefficients and V be
dx

1
1
(e ax .V) = e ax
V.
f ( D)
f (D + a)

a function of x then prove that
dy
= x3 − 2 xy
dx

b)

Solve

c)

Solve (D2 + 4D  12)y = (x  1)e2x

Q4) Attempt any one of the following :
a)

i)
ii)

b)

i)
ii)

[10]

Explain the method of solving non-homogeneous linear differential
equation by variation of parameter.
[7]
[3]
Find P.I (D2 + 3D + 2)y = 1 + 3x + x2
Use the method of reduction of order to solve
(D2 + D  6)y = 1 + e3x.
Solve (D2  2D + 1)y = xex + 7x  2.

[5]
[5]
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[4117]-102

S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - I)
MATHEMATICS - II
MT-212 (B) : Numerical Analysis
(Paper - II (B)) (2008 Pattern) (51121)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)
3)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.
Use of non programmable calculator is allowed.

Q1) Attempt any five of the following :

[10]

a)

An approximate value of π is given by 3.14278152 and its true value is
3.14159265. Find the absolute and relative errors.

b)

Round-off the following numbers to four significant figures.
47.57105, 0.50019, 0.0033418, 2.2745.

c)

Show that the equation x6  2x2 + 3x  4 = 0 has one positive real root
and one negative real root.

d)

If f(x) = x3, then show that f(a, b, c) = a + b + c.

e)

Find the nature of the roots of the equation 5x4 + 8x2 + 3x  2 = 0.

f)

Represent the function x4 + x + 2 into factorial notation.

g)

Using Eulers method obtain y(0.1), given that
dy
= − y, y (0) = 1, h = 0.1.
dx

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Find a real root of the equation f(x) = x3  2x  5 = 0 by Regula Falsi
method. (Perform two iterations).

b)

Find the number and position of the real roots of the equation
2x3  15x2  8x + 166 = 0.

P.T.O.
3

c)

Solve the following system of equations by Gauss-Seidal iteration method.
27x + 6y  z = 85,
6x + 15y + 2z = 72,
x + y + 54z = 110.
Perform two iterations.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Derive Lagranges interpolation formula.

b)

The population of a town during the last six censuses is given. Estimate
the population for the year 1935.
Year
1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 1951
Population
12
15
20
27
39
52
(in thousands)

c)

Fit an exponential function y = aebx to the following data :
x
0
2
4
7
y
3
4
11 25

Q4) Attempt any one of the following :

[10]

6

a)

i)

x
Evaluate ∫ e dx by Simpsons
0

b)

3
rule with 6 strips.
8

ii)

Use Eulers modified method to find y(0.2), given that
dy
= 3 x 2 + y, y (0) = 4, h = 0.2.
dx

i)
ii)

Derive a general quadrature formula for equidistant ordinates.
Use the Runge-Kutta forth order method to find the value of y
when x = 1, given that y(0) = 1,

dy y − x
=
.
dx y + x

ïïï
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[4117]-103

S.Y. B.Sc.
PHYSICS
PH-211: Mathematical Methods in Physics
(Paper - I) (51211) (Semester - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)
3)
4)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.
Use of calculator and log table is allowed.
Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt all of the following:
a)

Express complex number z = 1 + i in polarform.

[1]

b)

Check whether the given differential equation is exact or not.
df = (y2  y + 2xy)dx + (x2  x + 2xy)dy

[1]

c)

What is the condition for the given vector field to be solenoidal?

[1]

d)

Explain the term homogenity used in differential equation.

[1]

e)

x
∂f
.
If f ( x , y ) = y , then find
∂x

[1]

f)

Obtain the square root of z = 1  3i.

[1]

g)

When the point x = x0 is said to be singular point of the given differential
equation?
[1]

h)

Define curl of a given vector field.

[1]

i)

State the order of the given differential equation
(1  x2)y''  2xy' + l (l + 1) = 0

[1]

j)

Obtain a vector perpendicular to the surface φ( x, y, z ) = xyz.

[1]

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

Find the approximate value of the following using total differential. [5]
( 4.98) 2 + (3.03) 2
P.T.O.

b)

c)

Determine the work done in moving a particle in a force field given by
f ( x, y ) = 7 xyiˆ + 2 zˆj + xkˆ along the curve, x = 2t2 y = t and z = t23t
from t = 0 to t = 1.

[5]

Find the slope of tangent to the curve
x3 + 3xy2  y3 = 0 at x = 1 and y = 2.

[5]

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

State De-Moivres theorem. Find different cubic roots of unity.

[5]

b)

Define divergence of a vector field. Obtain divergence of a given vector
[5]
field V = ( x + y )iˆ + ( y − z ) ˆj + ( x + 2 z ) kˆ .

c)

Check whether the following three vectors are co-planar or not?

[5]

A = 3iˆ − ˆj + 2kˆ B = 2iˆ + ˆj − kˆ C = iˆ − 2 ˆj + 2kˆ.

Q4) Attempt the following:
a)

i)

Determine the directional derivative of φ = 4 xz − 3 y 2 z + 2 y 2 x at
(1, 1, 2) in the direction iˆ − ˆj + kˆ.

ii)

Find

∂z
∂z
and
, if z(x, y) = xy, x = st and y = sin(s+t).
∂s
∂t

[4]
[4]

OR
i)
ii)

(1 + i ) 2
Evaluate
(1 − i )
Find the constants a, b, c so that the given vector field
v = ( x + 2 y + az ) iˆ + (bx − 3 y − z ) ˆj + ( 4 x + cy + 2 z ) kˆ

[4]
[4]

is irrotational.
b)

Attempt any one of the following :
i)

If f(x, y) = x3y-exy, find fx and fxx

ii)

Using sin θ =

eiθ − e −iθ
eiθ + e −iθ
and cos θ =
prove that
2i
2

sin 2 θ + cos 2 θ = 1.
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[4117] - 105
S.Y. B.Sc.
CHEMISTRY
CH - 211 : Physical Chemistry
(51311) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern) (Paper - I)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of logarithmic table and calculator is allowed.
4) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

Q1) Answer the following:

[10]

a)

Define third law of thermodynamics.

b)

What is the partition coefficient?

c)

Write the relation between Kp and Kc.

d)

Define Ebullioscopic constant.

e)

What is meant by ideal and non-ideal solution?

f)

What is the criterion of equilibrium interms of Gibb’s free energy?

g)

Define molality.

h)

What is solution?

i)

Helmholtz free energy is called as the maximum work why?

j)

State Henry’s law.

Q2) a)

Attempt any two of the following :

[6]

Derive the following relations
i)

 A 
 A 
  P

  S and 
 V  T
 T  V

P.T.O

b)

Q3) a)

b)

ii)

Show that on mixing two ideal gases, the entropy of the system
always increases.

iii)

What is Van’t Hoff’s factor? Derive the relation between Van’t
Hoff’s factor and the degree of dissociation of an electrolyte.

Solve any one of the following :

[4]

i)

0.32 gm of a substance was dissolved in 150 gm water. If the
molecular weight of the substance is 32, calculate the freezing point
of the solution. (Given Kf = 1.86).

ii)

The vapour pressure of benzene is 1.53 x 104 Nm–2 at 303K and
5.2 x 104 Nm–2 at 333K. Calculate the heat of vaporization of
benzene. (Given R = 8.314 J Mole–1 K–1).

Attempt any two of the following :

[6]

i)

Explain the term upper consulate temperature and lower consulate
temperature with suitable example.

ii)

Show that it is better to extract with small volumes of solvent several
times than once with a large volume.

iii)

What do you mean by abnormal molecular weight? Why abnormal
molecular weight is observed?

Solve any one of the following :
i)

[4]

Calculate the free energy change when 14 gms of nitrogen is
compressed isothermally and reversibly from 20 pascal to 120 pascal
at 30oC.
[Given : At. wt. of nitrogen = 14, R = 8.314 J Mole–1 K–1]

ii)

The organic liquid and water, which are immiscible with each other
were boiled at a vapour pressure of 710 mm of Hg. The ratio of
weight of organic liquid to water collected in the distillate was three.
Calculate the molecular weight of organic liquid.
[Given : Vapour pressure of water at boiling temperature = 510 mm
of Hg].
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Q4) a)

Describe with the help of neat diagram, Landsberger’s method for
determining the molecular weight of a given solute.
[6]
OR
Derive Gibbs - Helmholtz equation and give its applications.

b)

Attempt any one of the following :

[4]

i)

Explain construction, working and applications of fractionating
column.

ii)

Discuss any one method of determining the vapour pressure of
liquid.
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[4117] - 106
S.Y. B.Sc.
CHEMISTRY
CH - 212 : Organic Chemistry
(51321) (Paper - II) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw structures and diagrams if necessary.

Q1) Answer the following:
a)
b)

Cyclopropane is less stable than cyclopentane. Explain.
Why benzaldehyde does not give aldol condensation?

c)

What is Hell-Volhard Zelinsky reaction?

d)
e)

Amines are basic in nature, explain.
Give the synthesis of Furan.

f)
g)
h)

Define step down reaction with example.
Give the importance of biochemistry in agriculture.
Draw the structure of cellulose.

i)
j)

Give the any two functions of lipids.
Define Hormones with one example.

Q2) a)

[10]

Assign the structure to (A) and (B) in the following reaction (any three) :
[6]

P.T.O

b)

How will you bring about the following conversions (any two) :
i)

Benzoic acid to Benzaldehyde.

ii)

Acetonitrile to Acetic acid.

iii)

Ethyl alcohol to n-propylamine.

iv)

Propanaldehyde to n-propyl alcohol.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :

[4]

[10]

a)

Draw the Newman projection for both conformers of methyl cyclohexane.
Explain e-methyl cyclohexane is more stable than a-methyl cyclohexane.

b)

Explain with suitable examples Killiani - Fischer synthesis of
carbohydrates.

c)

What are  - amino acids? Explain the reaction of  - amino acid with
Dansyl chloride and with nitrous acid.

Q4) a)

Attempt any two of the following :

[6]

i)

Define the term optical activity. Assign R and S configuration to
each of the chiral centre in the following compounds.

ii)

Explain Cannizzaro and cross Cannizzaros reaction with suitable
example.

iii)

What are nucleotides? How are they formed? Give one example of
nucleotide in DNA.
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b)

Answer the following :

[4]

i)

What is mean by homocylic compounds? Write down the
bromination reaction of napthalene.

ii)

Discuss the effect of temperature on the enzyme catalysed reaction.
OR

i)

Write a notes on transesterification.

ii)

What are sphingo-lipids? Write down the structure of Cerebroside.

llll
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[4117] - 107
S.Y. B.Sc.
BOTANY
BO - 211 : Fundamentals of Plant Systematics and Plant Ecology
(Paper - I) (51411) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Answer the following :
a) What is revision in Taxonomic Literature?
b) Enlist any two morphological features used in Taxonomy.
c) What is consolidation phase in Taxonomy?
d) Give botanical names of any two plants of Anonaceae.
e) What is effective publication?
f) Define Autecology.
g) Give two examples of succulent xerophytes.
h) Define Food chain.
i)
What is Hydrosere?
j) Define Mortality.

[10]

Q2) Answer any two of the following :
[10]
a) Describe cytology as data source for Taxonomy.
b) Give the general rules for coining of specific epithet.
c) Give the limitations of Bentham and Hookers system of classification.
Q3) Write short notes on any two of the following :
a) Nudation
b) Importance of Ecology.
c) External adaptive features of hydrophytes.

[10]

P.T.O

Q4) Give distinguishing characters, Floral formula and Floral diagram of Family
Liliaceae and Meliaceae.
[10]
OR
What is ecosystem? Describe in detail the cropland ecosystem.
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[4117] - 108
S.Y. B.Sc.
BOTANY
BO - 212 : Fundamentals of Plant Physiology
(Paper - II) (51421) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt the following :
a) What is plant physiology?
b) Define Base.
c) What is Osmosis?
d) Define plant growth.
e) What are long day plants?
f) What is hypertonic solution?
g) Define plasmolysis.
h) Write any two factors affecting water absorption.
i) Define salt absorption.
j) Write any two uses of antitranspirants.

[10]

Q2) Answer any two of the following :
a) Explain Donnan equilibrium theory of salt absorption.
b) Give practical applications of Cytokinins.
c) Write role and deficiency symptoms of potassium.

[10]

Q3) Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Cohesion theory of ascent of sap.
b) Factors affecting plant growth.
c) Role of water in plants life.

[10]

P.T.O

Q4) What is photoperiodism? Explain the classification of plants according to
Photo period.
[10]
OR
Define transpiration. Explain mechanism of opening and closing of stomata
with the help of K+ pump hypothesis.
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[4117] - 118
S.Y. B.Sc.
MICROBIOLOGY
MB - 212 : Microbial Genetics
(Paper - II) (51921) (2008 Pattern) (Sem. - I) (Theory)
Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Answer the following:
a)

Draw the structure of guanine.

b)

Define translation.

c)

Write two examples of alkylating agents.

d)

What is semiconservative mode of DNA replication?

e)

________ amino acid is encoded by only one codon.

f)

Differentiate between nucleoside and nucleotide.

g)

State the role of DNA gyrases.

h)

B form of DNA has left handed helical sense. True / False.

i)

What is linking number?

j)

________ is an example of base analogue.
i)

uv

ii)

acridine otange

iii)

5 - bromouracil

iv)

HNO2

[10]

P.T.O

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:

[10]

a)

Explain mutation by base pair substitution.

b)

Diagramatically represent Avery and Macleod experiment.

c)

Describe in brief dispersive mode of DNA replication.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Describe Replica plate technique.

b)

Write a note on properties of genetic code.

c)

What are Intercalators? Describe their action on DNA.

Q4) Attempt any one of the following :
a)

[10]

Explain the action of u.v on DNA and add a note on Photoreactivation.
OR

b)

Diagramatically illustrate and explain in detail the B and Z form of DNA.
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[4117] - 119
S.Y. B.Sc.
PSYCHOLOGY
EP - 211 : Psychology of Adjustment
(Paper - I) (52011) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Draw the figures and diagrams wherever necessary.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in two or four sentences :
a) Give the full form of DSM-V.
b) Define job stress.
c)
d)

What is marrital adjustment?
Define adjustment.

e)
f)
g)

What is Divorce?
Define happiness.
Who is the founder of behaviorist approach?

h)

What is obsessive - compulsive disorder?

Q2) Attempt any two of the following in eight or ten sentences :
a) Explain Holland & Super model of career choice.
b) Explain the predictors of marrital success.
c)

[8]

State psychoanalytical approach in brief.

Q3) Write short notes on any two of the following :
a) Psychological tests for career decisions.
b)
c)

[16]

[8]

Roots of happiness.
Sexual harrasment.
P.T.O

Q4) Describe in detail the criteria of Abnormal behaviour.

[8]

OR
Explain the scientific approach to behaviour, with reference to adjustment.
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[4117] - 120
S.Y. B.Sc.
PSYCHOLOGY
EP - 212 : Experimental Psychology
(Paper - II) (52021) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures and diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in two or four sentences :
a) Define insight learning.
b) What is reinforcement?
c)
d)

What is motion perception?
What is rhodopsin?

e)
f)
g)

Define colour blindness.
State abstraction.
What is trial and error?

h)

Define perception.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following in eight or ten sentences :
a) Explain classical conditioning.
b) Describe general determinants of perception.
c)

[8]

Explain retinal colour zones.

Q3) Write short notes on any two of the following :
a) Visual acuity.
b)
c)

[16]

[8]

Generalization in conditioning.
Instrumental conditioning.
P.T.O

Q4) Discuss in detail, Monocular & binocular cues.
OR
Describe the nature & determinants of thinking.
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[4117] - 121
S.Y. B.Sc.
STATISTICS
STT - 211 : Statistical Techniques - I
(Paper - I) (52111) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of calculator and statistical tables is allowed.
4) Symbols and notation have their usual meaning.

Q1) Attempt each of the following:
a)

Choose the correct alternative in each of the following :
i)

ii)

iii)

b)

[1 Each]

If X follows geometric distribution taking values 0, 1, 2, ........ then
its ..............
A)

mean > variance

B)

mean < variance

C)

mean = variance

D)

mean = 2 variance

If X follows N(5, 4) then P (X > 5) is ............
A)

less than 0.5

B)

greater than 0.5

C)

equal to 0.5

D)

equal to 0.75

The regression planes coinside if ............
A)

R 0

B)

R 1

C)

R 0

D)

R 0

State whether each of the following statement is True or False : [1 Each]
i)

Exponential distribution is not symmetric.

ii)

Geometric distribution possesses lack of memory property.

iii)

Multiple correlation coefficient lies between 1 and 1.
P.T.O

c)

State the probability density function of normal distribution.

[1]

d)

State the formula for partial regression coefficient b12.3.

[1]

e)

Define continuous random variable.

[1]

f)

State the additive property of negative binomial distribution.

[1]

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

Define exponential distribution. State its mean and variance. State the
important properties of exponential distribution. If X1, X2, ......., Xn are
independent and identically distributed exponential random variables, state
[5]
the probability distribution of Y = X1 + X2 + ........ + Xn.

b)

Suppose that the life of T.V. set is exponential random variable with
mean 1600 hours. What is the probability that the T.V. set will

c)

i)

Work up to 2400 hours?

ii)

Work more than mean life?

[5]

If X  N(2, 9) and Y  N(3, 16) are independent random variables,
find P(X > 2Y).
[5]

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

Define multiple correlation coefficient (R1.23) and partial correlation
coefficient (r12.3). State the relation between R1.23 and r12.3. Interprete the
cases R1.23 equal to
i)

1

ii)

0.

[5]

b)

If X1  X 2  X 3  0 ,  1   2   3  1 and r12 = r13 = r23 = r, find the regression
plane of X1 on X2 and X3. Also find R1.23 and r12.3.
[5]

c)

If (X1, X2, X3) follows multinomial distribution with parameters
(10, 0.4, 0.4, 0.2); then find
i)

P(X1 = 4, X2 = 2, X3 = 4)

ii)

E(X1)

iii)

Var(X1)

iv)

Corr (X1, X2)
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Q4) Attempt any one of the following:
a)

i)

If X  N(5, 1) find a, b, c such that
P(a < X  5 < a) = 0.9
P(X  5 < b) = 0.9
P(X  5 > c) = 0.9

b)

[6]

ii)

In a trivariate data, r12 = 0.7, r13 = 0.8, r23 = 0.9. Are these values
consistent?
[4]

i)

If (X, Y, Z)  MN 8, 13 , 13 , 13 , state the marginal probability
distribution of X. State the conditional distribution of X given
[6]
Y = 5. Also state E X Y  5 , Var X Y  5 .

ii)

A fair coin is tossed till getting 5 heads. Find the probability that we
[4]
need to toss the coin 10 times to get 5th head at 10th toss.
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[4117] - 122
S.Y. B.Sc.
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
STT - 212 : Statistical Techniques - II
(Paper - II) (52121) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:1) Attempt all questions.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of statistical tables is allowed.
4) Use of scientific calculator is allowed.

Q1) Attempt each of the following:
a)

Choose the correct alternative in each of the following cases : [1 Each]
i)

ii)

iii)

The number of samples of size 2 that can be drawn by SRSWOR
from a population containing 5 observations is
A)

25

B)

10

C)

2

D)

5

For a single sampling plan with N = 100, n = 20, c = 1. If ATI = 40
then the probability of rejecting the lot is
A)

0.25

B)

0.75

C)

0.1

D)

1

In double sampling plan, {N, n1, n2, c1, c2} with d1, d2 denote
respectively the number of defectives in the first and second samples
drawn, the decision of accepting the lot is taken on the basis of first
sample when
A)

d1 > c2

B)

d1 > c1 and d2 < c2

C)

d1 + d2 > c2

D)

d1 < c1

P.T.O

b)

In each of the following cases, state whether the given statement is true
or false :
[1 Each]
i)

The sample proportion is an unbiased estimator of population
proportion under SRSWR.

ii)

The nature of operating characteristic curve for a single sampling
plan is non-decreasing.

iii)

AOQ gives average outgoing quality of lot sent to the market.

c)

State the formula of ATI for double sampling plan.

d)

State one real life situation where stratified random sampling is applicable.
[1]

e)

For a single sampling plan {N = 1000, n = 100, c = 1} find the probability
of accepting the lot of quality 0.05.
[1]

f)

In a stratified random sampling with 2 strata the values of Ni and Si are
as follows :
[1]
Stratum
Number

Ni

Si

1

5000

4

2

3000

9

[1]

If total sample size is 1200, compute the sample sizes under optimum
allocation.
Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

[5 Each]

A sample of 200 families is to be drawn from a population consisting of
2500 families belonging to two towns A and B. The total number of
families in each town, the information about yni and si of annual income
(in Rs.) of the families in both the towns are as given below :
Stratum

Total number
of families (Ni)

yni

si

Stratum
sample size (ni)

Town A

1500

100000

10

60

Town B

1000

150000

25

40

Town C

800

120000

15

30

Obtain the estimate of population mean and the estimate of its variance
of under optimum allocation.
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b)
c)

Explain the construction of OC curve in case of double sampling plan.
Mention the uses of OC curve.
A random sample of 120 apples is selected from a consignment containing
2500 apples and 70 are found to be bad. Estimate the total number of
bad apples in the consignment. Also estimate the standard error of the
estimate.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :
[5 Each]
a) Define simple random sampling with replacement (SRSWR) and simple
random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) from a finite
population. State the unbiased estimators of the population mean and its
variance based on the above two methods.
b) Calculate AOQ for a double sampling plan :
{N = 1000, n1 = 60, n2 = 30, c1 = 1, c2 = 2}
Given that the lot quality is 0.02.
c) What is stratified random sampling? Give any one real life situation where
stratified random sampling is an appropriate method of sampling. State
the expression of an estimator of population mean and its standard error
under stratified random sampling.
Q4) Attempt any one of the following:
a) i) From a lot consisting of 1000 items, a sample of size 80 is taken. If
it contains 2 or less defectives, the lot is accepted, otherwise it is
rejected. Compute the average total amount that is inspected (A.T.I.)
under the above sampling plan. Assume that the submitted lot is of
quality p = 0.05.
[5]
ii) Show that in simple random sampling without replacement the
probability that a specified unit of the population being selected at
any given draw is equal to the probability that it is being selected at
any given draw.
[5]
b) i) Explain the terms AOQ, ATI for a single sampling plan. How to
determine AOQL graphically?
[5]
ii) Draw all possible samples of size 2 by the method of SRSWR
from the population consisting of four observations
{a = 2, b = 3, c = 5, d = 6}. Further calculate the sample mean x
for all the samples drawn and verify that the sample mean is unbiased
[5]
estimator of population mean i.e. Ex  X .
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[4117]-125

S.Y. B.Sc.
DEFENCE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
DS-101: International Relations and Foreign Policy
(Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (52311) (Sem. - I)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in 2 to 4 sentences each.
a)

Define International Relations.

b)

Define Foreign Policy

c)

Define National Power.

d)

What is National Interest?

e)

Introduce Foreign Ambassador.

f)

Differentiate between unipolarity and bi-polarity.

g)

What is meant by International System?

h)

What is Internationalism?

Q2) Answer in 8 to 10 sentences (any two) :
a)

Write the meaning and nature of national interest.

b)

Write the role of national power in foreign policy.

c)

Introduce Foreign Policy.

Q3) Write short notes on (any two) :
a)

Idealist theory.

b)

Realist theory.

c)

Role of Military Power in National Power.

[16]

[8]

[8]

P.T.O.

Q4) Answer in 16 to 20 sentences (any one) :
a)

What are the types of National Interest? Explain.

b)

Explain the determinants of Foreign Policy.

ïïï
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SEAT No. :
[Total No. of Pages : 2

[4117]-126

S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - I)
DEFENCE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
DS-102: Elements of National Security
(Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (52321)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in 2 to 4 sentences each.
a)

Define Diplomacy.

b)

Define Terrorism.

c)

What do you mean by Non-state actor?

d)

Explain the meaning of Research and development.

e)

Define Economic power.

f)

Define Strategic Threats.

g)

Define National Security.

h)

Explain the meaning of Sustainable development.

Q2) Answer in 8 to 10 sentences (any two) :

[16]

[8]

a)

Explain defence planning in India.

b)

Discuss New perspectives on security.

c)

Write a note on objectives of modern approach to National Defence.

Q3) Write short notes on (any two) :
a)

Role of Diplomacy in international Relations.

b)

Nuclear Elements.

c)

Concept of Nation.

[8]

P.T.O.

Q4) Answer in 16 to 20 sentences (any one) :
a)

Examine Threats to Indias National Security.

b)

Write a note on determinants of defence policy.

ïïï
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[8]
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[4117]-127

S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - I)
DEFENCE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES
DS-103: Geopolitics
(Paper - III) (2008 Pattern) (52331)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer in 2 to 4 sentences each.
a)

What do you mean by Geopolitics?

b)

Who was A.T. Mahan?

c)

Define the term Border.

d)

Define the term Boundary.

e)

What is meant by line of Actual Control?

f)

Introduce Kuwait.

g)

Define the term Territorial water.

h)

What is meant by EEZ?

Q2) Answer in 8 to 10 sentences (any two) :
a)

Write the application and utility of strategic minerals.

b)

Write the strategic importance of Siachen Glacier.

c)

Write the meaning and concept of land locked state.

Q3) Write short notes on (any two) :
a)

Economic Resources.

b)

Basic Elements for creation of state.

c)

Jammu and Kashmir.

[16]

[8]

[8]

P.T.O.

Q4) Answer in 16 to 20 sentences (any one) :

[8]

a)

Explain the functions of boundaries.

b)

What geopolitical factors contributes to the determinants of sea power?

ïïï
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[4117]-128

S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - I)
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
ENV 201: Ecology & Ecosystem
(2008 Pattern) (Paper - I) (52411)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)
3)

All questions are compulsory.
Neat and labelled diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Attempt the following in 1-2 lines each.

[10]

a)

Enlist any 2 energy flow models.

b)

Name any two microorganisms involved in Denitrification process.

c)

What is Biome?

d)

What does absolute maximum & realised minimum carrying capacities
refer to?

e)

Who introduced the term ecosystem & when?

f)

What is a Community?

g)

State the difference between Intra and Interspecies relationship.

h)

Define Demography.

i)

What is meant by population fluctuation? Give any one factor responsible
for it.

j)

Define the term : Nucleation.

Q2) Write a short note on (Any two) :
a)

Hydrosere with diagram.

b)

Phosphorus cycle with diagram.

c)

Zonation in Marine Ecosystem with labelled diagram.

[10]

P.T.O.

Q3) Answer any two from the following :

[10]

a)

What is meant by limiting factor? Describe any 5 biotic & abiotic limiting
factors each.

b)

Describe the types of ecological succession with labelled diagram.

c)

Explain Environmental heterogeneity with suitable examples. State its
significance.

Q4) Attempt any one of the following :

[10]

a)

Explain the structural and functional attributes of ecosystem in detail
with examples of each.

b)

Discuss any five population dynamics characteristic features.

ïïï
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[4117]-129

S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - I)
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
ENV 202: Hydrology
(Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (52421)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)
3)

All questions are compulsory.
Neat and labelled diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Attempt the following in 1-2 lines each.

[10]

a)

Define Magmatic water.

b)

What is the average % salinity of saline & fresh water?

c)

Define catchment area.

d)

What is meant by artificial recharging?

e)

Define Porosity & permeability.

f)

Enlist any 2 quality criteria of water for drinking purpose.

g)

What is meant by gray & black water?

h)

Enumerate any 2 physical, chemical & biological properties each of water.

i)

Define eutrophication.

j)

Write any 2 health effects of Arsenic on man.

Q2) Write a short note on (Any two) :
a)

Ground water balance & methods of estimation.

b)

Saline water intrusion in aquifers & its prevention.

c)

Significance, scope & branches of hydrology.

[10]

P.T.O.

Q3) Answer any two from the following :

[10]

a)

What are aquifers? Describe the different types of aquifers with illustration.

b)

Describe any one rainwater harvesting technique with diagram.

c)

Describe any one ground water related problem with a suitable case
study.

Q4) Attempt any one of the following :

[10]

a)

Give a detailed comparision between the chemical composition of river
water & that of sea water. Specify the reasons for these differences.

b)

Describe the effects of surface & ground water pollution on man &
environment.

ïïï
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SEAT No. :
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[4117] - 130
S.Y.B.Sc.

OPTIONAL ENGLISH
Enriching Oral and Written Communication in English
(53011) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Attempt any two of the following:
[10]
a) Imagine that you have been asked to attend an interview for the post of
an Assistant Manager in a reputed firm. List six ways in which you will
prepare for the nonverbal part of your interaction at the interview.
b) What are the factors that disrupt upward communication? How can
organizations promote upward communication?
c) Imagine that you have just been appointed as a lecturer in Chemistry.
You have no experience of teaching and want to learn how to do your
job well. Explain how horizontal communication can help you handle the
situation.
[10]
Q2) Attempt any five of the following:
a) Write two different meanings of the following words and use them in
sentences (any one).
i) Case.
ii) Fine.
b) Use the following word in sentences, bringing out its literal and figurative
meanings: boiling.
c) Fill in the blanks in the sentences below with the words in brackets
starting with the prefixes re - , in - , un - , pre i) We helped the people  the town after the earthquake
(build).
ii) The pain has become . (tolerable).

P.T.O.

d)

e)

Fill in the blanks choosing the correct alternative.
i)

The builder decided to  his contract with the
company. (re - sign / renew).

ii)

 (press / click) on an icon to open a file on a computer.

Choose the correct synonym of the words from the list given below.
i)

futile

ii)

mandatory.

(important, useless, compulsory, failure).
f)

Differentiate between the two words and bring out their meanings in
sentences. graceful, gracious.

Q3) Attempt any five of the following:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

[10]

Write four words belonging to the following lexical webs:
i)

Examination.

ii)

Cinema.

Choose the correct spelling from the following:
i)

Millenium, Millennium, Millenuim.

ii)

Occasion, Occassion, Ocasion.

Give meanings of the following phrases.
i)

To look upto.

ii)

To look into.

Make four words each using the letters in the following words.
i)

International.

ii)

Participation.

Write words starting with letter p which are opposite or almost opposite
in meaning to the following words.
i)

Flawless.

ii)

Gasp.

Rearrange the jumbled letters to form meaningful words.
i)

Tnolsvnei.

ii)

Meataur.

[4117]-130

2

Q4) Attempt any two of the following:
a) Write the phonetic transcription for the following words.
i) Gym.
ii) Quench.
iii) Weave. iv) Smile.
v) Scarf.
b) Place intonation marks in front of the appropriate syllables.
i) The child is hungry.
ii) Give her the money.
iii) Was the film good.
iv) The situation is not completely bad.
v) Will you water the plants.
c) Give appropriate responses for the following situations.
i) Making suggestions (formal).
ii) Asking for help (neutral).
iii) Greetings (informal).
iv) Closing a conversation (formal).
v) Introducing oneself (formal).

ZZZ
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SEAT No. :
[Total No. of Pages : 2

[4117] - 134
S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - I)
ARABIC
Functional Arabic
(2008 Pattern) (53711)

P.T.O.

Q3) Translate into Arabic any five of the following :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

That car is beautiful.
There is a table in the room.
This school is good.
That bus is going to the School.
The boy is bright.
In the fridge there is an apple.
The student is going to the school.

Q4) Write in Arabic terminology any ten (10) of the following :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)

Motion.
Gas.
Soft.
Hard.
Compound.
Result.
Filter.
Conical Flask.
Dropper.
Test tube.
Slide.
Bottle.
Beaker.
Hot
Cold.

ïïï
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SEAT No. :
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[4117] - 135
S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - I)
URDU GENERAL
(Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (53811)
Time : 2 Hours]

P.T.O.

[Max. Marks : 40
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[4117] - 136
S.Y.B.Sc. (Vocational)

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY - I
VOC - 211 : Utilities and Unit Operations & Process Instrumentation

(Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (55611) (Sem. - I)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat diagrams wherever necessary.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer the following questions:
[16]
a) What is drying?
b) Convert 15 psi into torr.
c) What is SI unit of density? Convert 127.2 gcm3 into SI units.
d) What is secondary nucleation?
e) Why is Rankine scale called an absolute scale?
f) List the basic requirements for separation of components by distillation.
g)
h)

Convert 140 K into o C and o F .
Give four industrial uses of steam.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a) Explain the working of piezoelectric pressure tranducer.
b) Give the differences between evaporation and distillation.
c) Write a note on spray driers.

[8]

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:
a) Describe the construction of an inclined manometer.
b) Explain the use of thermocouples in temperature measurements.
c) Distinguish between filter media and filter aids.

[8]

Q4) Explain the construction and working of a Mcleod gauge.
OR
Discuss the principle and uses of fractional distillation.

[8]

ZZZ

Total No. of Questions : 4]
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SEAT No. :
[Total No. of Pages : 2

[4117] - 137
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
BIOTECHNOLOGY - I
VOC - Biotech - 211: Cell and Molecular Biology
(Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (Sem. - I) (55711)

Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) All questions carry equal marks.
3) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.
4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Answer each of the following in 1-2 lines:

[Max. Marks : 40

[10]

a)

Define: Polycistronic mRNA.

b)

What is antiport?

c)

Enlist any two functions of golgi complex.

d)

Give the role of mRNA in a cell.

e)

What are SSB proteins?

f)

Give the name of radio isotope - routinely used for labelling of DNA
molecule.

g)

Define: cell differentiation.

h)

Enlist the components of extracellular matrix of cell.

i)

Give the chemical composition of ribosome.

j)

What is the role of lysosome in cell?

Q2) Write short notes on any two of the following:
a)

Nucleosome structure.

b)

Tight junctions.

c)

Cell fractionation.

[10]

P.T.O.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:

[10]

a)

Give an account of post translational modification of proteins.

b)

Describe the process of nucleotide excision repair of DNA.

c)

Explain the structure of mitochondria with diagram.

Q4) Define: Translation: Compare and contrast the process of translation in pro
and eukaryotes.
[10]
OR
Give an detail account of: Cell Signaling by G protein coupled receptors.

ZZZ
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[4117] - 138
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

PHOTOGRAPHY AND AUDIO - VISUAL PRODUCTION
Still Photography, Processing & Printing
(58011) (Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (Sem. - I)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Draw neat and labelled diagrams wherever necessary.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer the following in short:

[16]

a)

Explain how the depth of field is affected by various factors.

b)

Explain the difference between the primary colours and the secondary
colours with suitable examples.

c)

How is the matrix metering mode useful for a photographer?

d)

Mention two examples of artificial light and natural light each.

e)

Explain the effect of white balance on a photographic image.

f)

A telephoto lens is generally a slow lens. Comment.

g)

A close up lens has a diopter number of 2. Find out its focal length.

h)

How are faster shutter speeds useful in photography?

Q2) Attempt ANY TWO of the following:

[8]

a)

Draw a diagram and explain the concept of depth of focus. How can the
depth of focus be controlled?

b)

Discuss the use of skylight filter in photography.

c)

Draw a flash curve and explain the information it provides.

P.T.O

Q3) Attempt ANY TWO of the following:

[8]

a)

Give suitable examples and compare the hard and the soft light sources.

b)

Discuss the effect of over and under exposure on a photographic image.

c)

What is skylight? Which filter is used to avoid its effect?

Q4) Attempt ANY ONE of the following:

[8]

a)

What is the angle of view of a camera lens? Classify the camera lenses
on the basis of their angle of view. Discuss how a normal lens is useful
in photography.

b)

Draw a diagram and show the construction of an electronic flash. Explain
the function of each component.

ZZZ
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SEAT No. :
[Total No. of Pages : 2

[4117] - 139
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE - I
VOC - EEM - 211 : Audio, Video & Office Equipments - A
(Paper - I) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern) (58111)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of calculator/log table is allowed.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer the following:
a)
b)

State applications of TV.
What is need of interlace scanning.

[2]
[2]

c)
d)
e)

What is advantage of MP3 over regular audio files?
Why is rotating head mechanism needed in VCR?
What is audio sampling rate used for audio?

[2]
[2]
[1]

f)
g)

State the need of AC bias in a tape recorder.
State any two characteristics of a radio receiver.

[1]
[1]

h)

Give spectrum of FM wave.

[1]

Q2) Answer any Two:
a)
b)
c)

Explain the principle of disc recording and disc reproduction.
Explain the working of AM receiver with the help of neat diagram.
Draw the block diagram of PA system and explain its working.

[4]
[4]
[4]

Q3) Answer any Two:
a)
b)
c)

Describe the receiver principles in mobile phone. Comment on frequency
usage.
[4]
Explain the construction of colour picture tube.
[4]
Explain the working of MP3 player.
[4]
P.T.O

Q4) Attempt the following:
a) Explain the working of DVD player with the help of neat block diagram.
[6]
b)

Explain scanning & synchronization section of TV receiver.
OR

[6]

a)
b)

Describe CATV in brief.
Explain recording section of VCR in brief.

[6]
[6]

ZZZ
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[4117] - 140
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

[Total No. of Pages : 1

COMPUTER HARDWARE & NETWORK ADMINISTRATION
Microprocessor & Interfacing Techniques
(Paper - I) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern) (58711)

Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) a)

b)

[Max. Marks : 40

Attempt the following:
[4 x 1 = 4]
i) Why PCI BUS architecture is most widely used in PCs?
ii) What is Full form of RTD?
iii) List Computer Based Design and Development tools.
iv) What are Alphanumeric Displays?
Attempt the following:
[4 x 2 = 8]
i) What is size of Address BUS and Data BUS of 8086?
ii) Explain two features of USB.
iii) What is Transducer?
iv) What is function of DMA?

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
[2 x 4 = 8]
a) What is a Microprocessor? List Intel and Non-Intel Processors.
b) Explain Parallel Comparator ADC.
c) Write a note on DRAM.
Q3) Attempt any two of the following:
[2 x 4 = 8]
a) Explain the operation of simple 4-bit DAC.
b) Draw block diagram of 8086 Microprocessor.
c) Draw schematic diagram to interface Matrix keyboard to Microprocessor.
Q4) Attempt any two of the following:
[2 x 6 = 12]
a) List the different types of Key Switches. Explain any two in brief.
b) Draw block diagram of DMA controller and explain in brief.
c) What is Interrupt? Differentiate between Hardware and Software Interrupt.

ZZZ

Total No. of Questions : 4]
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[4117] - 141
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
SEED TECHNOLOGY - I
Hybrid Seed Production
(Paper - I) (Sem. - I) (58911) (2008 Pattern)

Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt the following:

[Max. Marks : 40

[10 x 1 = 10]

a)

Define apomixis.

b)

What is cytoplasmic male sterility?

c)

What do you mean by pollen viability?

d)

Define gametocides.

e)

Define roguing.

f)

Enlist the types of pollination.

g)

Give the isolation distance adopted for foundation seed production of
maize.

h)

What is inbreeding depression?

i)

Define variety.

j)

What is isolation?

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a)

Describe the genetic basis of heterosis.

b)

Explain in detail hand emasculation.

c)

Give an account of homomorphic self incompatibility.

[2 x 5 = 10]

P.T.O

Q3) Write short notes on (Any two)
a)

Compact area approaches.

b)

Pollen storage.

c)

Genetic male sterility.

[2 x 5 = 10]

Q4) Explain the detail procedure for hybrid seed production of cotton with respect
to land requirement, isolation, planting, cultural practices, plant protection,
roguing, harvesting and drying.
[10]
OR
Describe in detail stepwise procedure for hybrid seed production of bajara.

ZZZ
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[4117] - 142
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY - I
VOC-IND-MIC-211 : Bioreactors - Design and Operations
(Paper - I) (Sem. - I) (58211) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) All questions carry equal marks.
4) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary.
5) Use of scientific calculators is allowed.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer each sub-question in one or two lines; Fill in the blanks; State whether
the statement is true or false.
[10]
a) State whether the following statement is TRUE or FALSE
The head-space in a fermenter is a minimum of 30% of its total working
volume.
b) State whether the following statement is TRUE or FALSE
Foam is usually formed when high carbohydrate containing media are
used during fermentation.
c) State whether the following statement is TRUE or FALSE
Baffles are used to retard the flow of broth within the fermenter, if the
agitation rpm is very high.
d) State whether the following statement is TRUE or FALSE
Exit gas from a fermenter consists usually of both residual air not utilized
during aeration of the medium and the gases produced during microbial
metabolism.
e) Justify the following statement
Heating/cooling jackets are only suitable for small fermenters.
f) State two disadvantages of continuous sterilization over batch sterilization.
g) State any one reason the medium used with Hollow Fibre Reactors is
should have low concentration of suspended solids.
P.T.O.

h)
i)
j)

Explain what is non-mechanical agitation.
What is meant by X90 value for fibrous filters.
Name any one product obtained using dual fermentation.

Q2) Answer any two of the following:
[10]
a) Draw a neat labeled diagram of an air-lift fermenter.
b) Draw a diagram of the probe used for monitoring pH during a fermentation
process. Explain the principle of pH measurement using such a probe.
c) Draw a diagram of Rushton turbine and explain its fluid mixing pattern.
Q3) Answer any two of the following:
[10]
a) Explain any one method of cell immobilization and its application(s) in
the fermentation industry. Explain the advantage of using immobilized
cells for a fermentation process.
b) Explain the need for cooling towers in a fermentation industry.
c) Draw the profile for extracellular product formation during a batch
process. Explain how this profile differs from that in a continuous process.
Q4) Answer any one of the following:
[10]
a) Describe in detail manufacturing of fermenter.
b) Explain measurement and control of any three process variables
(parameters).

ZZZ
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[4117] - 143
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY - II
VOC-212 : Inorganic Process Industries
(Paper - II) (Sem. - I) (55621) (2008 Pattern)

Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat diagrams wherever necessary.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer the following questions:
a)

What is flint glass?

b)

Give the uses of aluminium alloys.

c)

What is low setting cement?

d)

Define pigments. Give example.

e)

What is Cullet?

f)

Write characteristics of glass?

g)

Explain different uses of ceramics.

h)

What are glass wool of fibre glass?

[16]

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:

[8]

a)

What is portland cement? Give its classification.

b)

Why is glass called supercooled fluid?

c)

Write a note on burning operation in portland cement manufacture.

P.T.O

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:

[8]

a)

Describe any two properties of refractory materials.

b)

Discuss setting and hardening of cement.

c)

Write a note on stray current corrosion.

Q4) Explain with a diagram the manufacture of cement by dry process.
OR
Discuss the furnace used for glass melting.

ZZZ
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[4117] - 144
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
BIOTECHNOLOGY - II

VOC. Biotech - 212 : Recombinant DNA Technology and Bioinformatics

(Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (Sem. - I) (55721)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) All questions carry equal marks.
3) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.
4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer each of the following in 1  2 lines:
a)

What is r DNA?

b)

What are restriction enzymes?

c)

Give two examples of vectors used in rDNA technology.

d)

What is Southern hybridization?

e)

What is PCR?

f)

Give function of DNA ligase.

g)

What are shuttle vectors?

h)

What is Proteomics?

i)

Name the source of Tag polymerase enzyme.

j)

What is transformation?

Q2) Write short notes on any two of the following:
a)

Genomics.

b)

Site directed mutagenesis.

c)

Northern hybridization.

[10]

[10]

P.T.O.

Q3) Attempt any two of the following:

[10]

a)

What are vectors? Explain desirable properties of plasmids to be used
as cloning vectors.

b)

Explain in brief any one method of DNA sequencing.

c)

Describe electroporation technique of introducing rDNA into host cells.

Q4) Explain steps involved in the construction of rDNA and add a note applications
of this technology.
[10]
OR
What is rDNA technology? Describe the role of various enzymes used in this
technology.
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[4117] - 145
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

PHOTOGRAPHY AND AUDIO - VISUAL PRODUCTION
Principles of Acoustics and Sound for Media
(58021) (Paper - II) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Draw neat and labelled diagrams wherever necessary.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer the following in brief:
[10]
a) Draw a neat labelled diagram of a ribbon microphone.
b) Show that doubling the pressure gives an increase of 6dB SPL.
c) Define :
i) Reverberation time.
ii) Stereophony.
d) Give any four requirements of an auditorium.
e) Calculate the SPL for sound waves having effective pressure of 3N/m2
and the reference pressure 10-2 N/m2.
f) Give the Sabine and Eyrings formula.
g) Give any two characteristics each of loudspeakers and microphones.
h) Explain the term : Anechoic chamber.
i)
Give the relation between a Bel and a Decibel.
j)
Give the principle of working of a magnetic tape-recording system.
[10]
Q2) Answer any two of the following:
a) With the help of a neat block diagram explain the construction and working
of a condenser microphone.
b) Explain why reverberation time is taken as the time taken for I.L. to
decrease by 60 dB. Calculate the reverberation time of an auditorium of
1000 cubic meters, having total absorption to 230 sabins.
c) Explain, with the help of a neat block diagram, the working of a PA
system.
P.T.O

Q3) Answer any two the following:
[10]
a) Explain with the help of a neat block diagram the construction and working
of a direct radiator loudspeaker.
b) Draw a neat labelled block diagram to explain the construction and working
of a disc recording system.
c) Draw a cross-over network and explain its objective with the help of the
characteristic curves.
Q4) Answer any two the following:
[10]
a) Explain:
i) Hi - Fi system.
ii) Synthetic reverberation.
b) Draw a neat labelled block diagram to explain the construction and working
of a magnetic - tape sound reproduction system.
c) Explain with the help of a neat block diagram only the working of electret
and crystal microphones.
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[4117] - 146
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE (EEM) - II
VOC - EEM - 212 : Maintenance Concepts and Repair II - A
(Paper - II) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern) (58121)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Neat diagrams are advised wherever necessary.
4) Use of log tables and/or calculators is allowed.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer all of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

h)

What information can be extracted from a transistor databook?
[1]
State one point of distinction between a test and a measuring instrument.
[1]
What is preventive maintenance? Why is it advisable to follow preventive
maintenance policy?
[1]
What precaution is required to be taken while connecting input ground
terminal of a CRO?
[1]
Define Maintainability and state its significance.
[2]
How does a system, designed with fail safe design, method, behave
under fault condition?
[2]
What happens, if an electric current flows through human body? How
does laying rubber mat on the floor help in avoiding this hazard? What
will happen if the mat is wet?
[2]
List different types of hazards in an electronics laboratory/workshop.
[2]

Q2) Answer any two of the following:
a)

[4]

List the stages of installation of any equipment and explain significance
of each. State the importance of Installation Manual in the installation
process.
P.T.O.

b)

c)

Define the terms: Quality and Quality Standard. Write in brief to state
most important points regarding ISO 9000, ISO 9001 and ISO 9002.
[4]
What precautions are required to be taken for avoiding/handling fire
hazard situations? List different types of fire extinguishers along with
their specific application area in a tabular form.
[4]

Q3) Answer any two of the following:
a)
b)
c)

Q4) a)

Write a short note on importance of maintenance policy.
[4]
Write a note on service manual and explain its importance as maintenance
aid.
[4]
List the typical faults experienced with a lead acid battery and the remedies
corresponding to each fault.
[4]
Write a detailed note on maintenance log book.

[6]

b)

What is Artificial Earth? List the different earthing methods and explain
plate earthing method.
[6]
OR

a)

What tools are required for carrying out routine preventive maintenance
of a PC? List typical problems encountered and precautions to be taken.
[6]

b)

Define the following terms and comment on the interrelationship between
them:
[6]
i) Failure.
ii)
iii)

Failure Rate.
Mean Time to Fail.

iv)
v)
vi)

Mean Time Between Failures.
Mean Time to Repair.
Reliability.
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[4117] - 147
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

COMPUTER HARDWARE & NETWORK ADMINISTRATION
Computer System Management - I
(Paper - II) (Sem. - I) (2008 Pattern) (58721)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) a)

b)

[Max. Marks : 40

Attempt the following:

[4 x 1 = 4]

i)

Give one source that causes Magnetism problem in a PC.

ii)

How many Serial Ports are there in a PC?

iii)

What does RAM Stand for?

iv)

Give one example of Logical Access Control.

Attempt the following:

[4 x 2 = 8]

i)

Give two utilities used to avoid Operating System failures.

ii)

List any two STARTUP Problems.

iii)

Give any Two environmental Contributors to PC failures.

iv)

What is an AGP Card?

Q2) Attempt any Two of the following:

[2 x 4 = 8]

a)

What Safety Precautions Should one take during PC Trouble Shooting?

b)

Explain the need of various Access Controls.

c)

What are the Problems related to Keyboard and Mouse?

P.T.O

Q3) Attempt any Two of the following:

[2 x 4 = 8]

a)

Explain the importance of Disaster Recovery Plan.

b)

What are the different Electrical factors that cause PC failures?

c)

Discuss Problems related to :
1)

Parallel Port.

2)

USB Port.

Q4) Attempt any Two of the following:

[2 x 6 = 12]

a)

What are repair generated failures?

b)

Explain the need of Backup Policies.

c)

How will you do Preventive Maintenance of :
1)

HDD.

2)

System Software.
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[4117] - 148
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

SEED TECHNOLOGY - II
Seed Testing
(Paper - II) (Sem. - I) (58921) (2008 Pattern)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat and labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Attempt the following:

[10 x 1 = 10]

a)

Give any two importance of seed testing.

b)

Write any one role of Central Seed Testing Laboratory.

c)

Which equipment is used for testing the moisture content of seed?

d)

Give any two principles of seed sampling.

e)

Define Hard Seed in relation to seed germination.

f)

Enlist types of seed samples.

g)

Define gourd sample.

h)

Enlist the methods used for testing seed moisture.

i)

Give different methods employed in testing seed germination.

j)

What is ODV?

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a)

Comment on International Seed Testing Association.

b)

Explain staffing in relation to Seed Testing Laboratory.

c)

Describe kinds of seed sampling.

[2 x 5 = 10]

P.T.O

Q3) Write notes on (Any two):

[2 x 5 = 10]

a)

Physical purity analysis.

b)

Air oven method.

c)

Procedure of seed vigour testing.

Q4) Define germination. Explain in detail the paper and sand methods used for
germination testing.
[10]
OR
Give precautions for registration of samples and comment on mixing and
dividing samples.
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[4117] - 149
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)

INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY - II (Theory Paper - II)
VOC - IND - MIC - 212 : Screening and Process Optimization
(2008 Pattern) (Sem. - I) (58221)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) All questions carry equal marks.
4) Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.
5) Use of Scientific calculators is allowed.

[Max. Marks : 40

Q1) Answer each sub - question in one or two lines; Fill in the blanks; State
whether the statement is true or false:
[10]
a)

Give the relationship between Del factor, temperature and time.

b)

State one advantage of using in-line sensors.

c)

Give the role of vegetable oil nutrient media used in fermentations.

d)

Define precursor.

e)

Define feedback inhibition.

f)

List any two raw materials used as carbon source in fermentation media.

g)

List two important parameters of fermentation that require to be scaled
up.

h)

State whether the following statement is TRUE or FALSE
Working cultures of fermentation production strains are normally in
lyophilized state.

i)

Define inoculum.

j)

Fill in the blank and rewrite the following statement.
Biotin when added into a medium at low levels, for overproduction of
glutamic acid modifies  of
Corynebacterium.
P.T.O

Q2) Answer any two of the following:

[10]

a)

Describe the process of inoculum build - up.

b)

Write a note on lyophilization as a method of culture preservation.

c)

Define Screening. Describe the technique and importance of primary
screening.

Q3) Answer any two of the following:

[10]

a)

Enlist the different methods measurement of diversity and explain any
one.

b)

What are the 3 levels of fermentation? Give the importance of any one
level.

c)

Describe the role of Thermistors in process control and give its working.

Q4) Answer any one of the following:

[10]

a)

What are revertant mutants? Describe an approach to use revertants for
secondary metabolite production.

b)

Discuss in detail the different methods of medium sterilization.
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[4117]-201

S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - II)
MATHEMATICS
MT-221 : Linear Algebra
(Paper - I) (2008 Pattern) (51112)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Attempt any five of the following :
a)

[10]

If u = (−1,1, 2), v = (2,−1,2) are vectors in an Euclidean inner product
space R3, then find < 2u − 3v , 3u + v > .

b)

Let W = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 / x = 0 or y = 0}. Is W is subspace of R3? Why?

c)

Let R4 be an Euclidean inner product space and if u = (−1, 2, 4, − 1) and
v = (4,1, − 1, 2) ∈ R 4 then find Proj v u .

d)

e)

⎡10 − 9⎤
Find eigen value of matrix A = ⎢
⎥ corresponding to eigen
⎣ 4 − 2⎦
⎡ 3⎤
vector X = ⎢ ⎥ .
⎣ 2⎦
Let T: R2 → R3 be a linear transformation defined by T(x, y1) = (x, x + y, y).
Find Kernel of T.

f)

Determine whether the set {(1, 3, 7), (2, 0, 6), (3, 1, 1), (2, 4, 5)} is
linearly independent.

g)

Find the co-ordinate vector of u = (1, − 1) ∈ R 2 with respect to basis
S = {(1, 1), (1, 3) } for R2.

P.T.O.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Prove that the set S = {u1, u2, ..., un} of vectors in the vectors space V is
linearly dependent if and only if one of the vector in S is linear combination
of remaining vectors.

b)

Show that the set S = {(1, 0, 0), (2, 2, 0), (3, 3, 3)} forms a basis for R3.

c)

Determine basis and dimension for solution space of
x1 + 2x2 + 2x3 x4 + 3x5 = 0
3x1 + 6x2 + 8x3 + x4 + 5x5 = 0
x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + x4 + 5x5 = 0

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

State and prove Cauchy Schwarz Inequality.

b)

Let T: R3 → R3 be a linear transformation defined by
T (x, y, z) = (x2y, y + z, x + 2z). Find basis and dimensions of KerT.

c)

⎡ 3 2⎤
For the matrix A = ⎢
⎥ Verify Cayley Hamiltons Theorem.
−
1
1
⎣
⎦

Q4) Attempt any one of the following :

[10]

a)

Explain Gram-Schmidt process for transforming a basis of an inner
product space V to the orthogonal basis for V. Hence transform the
basis S of R2 to orthonormal basis set where S = {(1, 3), (2, 2)}.

b)

Find eigen values of the matrix given below. Also find eigen vectors
corresponding to the each eigen value.
⎡ − 1 4 − 2⎤
A = ⎢− 3 4 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢⎣− 3 1 3 ⎥⎦

ïïï
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[4117]-202

S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - II)
MATHEMATICS - II
MT-222 (A) : Vector Calculus
(Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (51113) (511A2)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q1) Attempt any five of the following :
a)

[10]

3
⎧t − 8
i + t2 j ; t ≠ 2
⎪ 2
f
t
(
)
=
If
⎨t − 4
⎪⎩3i + 4 j
; t =2

then show that f (t ) is continuous at t = 2
b)

Find the unit vector normal to the surface x3 + y3 + 3xyz = 3 at the point
(1, 2, 1).

c)

If r =

a
b
( x + y )i + ( x − y ) j + xyk then
2
2

⎡ ∂r
Find ⎢
⎣ ∂x

∂r
∂y

∂ 2r ⎤
⎥
∂x∂y ⎦

d)

If r = cos wt i + sin wt j ; then r × r is a constant vector.

e)

If r̂ is a unit vector then prove that rˆ × drˆ =

f)

If f and g are irrotational then show that f × g is a solenoidal vector.

g)

Evaluate

r × dr
r2

∫∫ r .nˆds ; where s is closed surface.
s

P.T.O.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :
a)

Prove that the necessary and sufficient condition for f (t ) to have constant
magnitude is f .

b)

c)

[10]

df
= 0.
dt

Find the equations of tangent plane and normal line to the surface
2xy2z + xy + z = 7 at the point (1, 1, 2) on it.

x3
− xy 2
For the function φ( x, y ) =
3
Show that grad | gradφ | = 4 | gradφ |
2

Q3) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

If u is a vector function which possesses continuous second order
partial derivatives then prove that div (curl u ) = 0.

b)

Find the directional derivative of φ = 3 x − 5 y + 2 z at the point (2, 2, 1)
in the direction of outward normal to the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 9

c)

If f = ( 2 xz 3 + 6 y )i + (6 x − 2 yz ) j + (3 x 2 z 2 − y 2 ) k ,
prove that f is irrotational and find the scalar potential associated with f .

Q4) Attempt any one of the following :

[10]

a)

State and prove Greens theorem in the plane.

b)

i)

Evaluate

∫∫∫ ∇.Fdv; where F = ( x 2 − yz)i + ( y 2 − zx) j + ( z 2 − xy)k
v

ii)

and V is the region bounded by the rectangular parallelopiped
0 ≤ x ≤ a; 0 ≤ y ≤ b; 0 ≤ z ≤ c.
Use Stokes theorem to prove that

∫ (sin zdx − cos xdy + sin ydz) = 2;

where c is the boundary of the

c

rectangle 0 ≤ x ≤ π; 0 ≤ y ≤ 1; z = 3.
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[4117] - 208
S.Y. B.Sc.
BOTANY
BO - 221 : Structural Botany
(Anatomy, Embryology and Palynology)
(Paper - I) (51412) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern) (Theory)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat and labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt the following :

[10]

a)

What is embryology?

b)

Enlist the principles involved in distribution of mechanical tissues.

c)

What is proximal pole of pollen grain?

d)

Write any two functions of parenchyma?

e)

What is bitegmic ovule?

f)

Enlist elements of phloem.

g)

What is porogamy?

h)

Define megasporogenesis.

i)

What is nuclear endosperm?

j)

Define anatomy.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:

[10]

a)

What is epidermis? Describe uniseriate and multiple epidermis with suitable
examples.

b)

Describe elements of xylem.

c)

Give the types and functions of tapetum.

P.T.O.

Q3) Write short notes on any two of the following :
a)

Applications of palynology.

b)

Causes of anomalous secondary growth.

c)

Development of male gametophyte.

[10]

Q4) What is normal secondary growth? Describe process of normal secondary
growth in stem.
[10]
OR
Describe monosporic embryosac development with suitable example.
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[4117] - 216
S.Y. B.Sc.
GEOGRAPHY
Gg - 221 : Distribution, Development and Planning of Resources
(Paper - I) (51812) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Draw neat diagrams and sketches wherever necessary.

4)

Use of map stencil is allowed.

Q1) Answer the following questions in two to three sentences each :

[10]

a)

Name any two iron ore producing states in India.

b)

Name any four coal producing countries of the world.

c)

State the types of coal.

d)

Name any two nuclear power stations in India.

e)

Give any two examples of densely populated regions of the world.

f)

What is optimum population?

g)

What are various uses of land resources?

h)

State various economic uses of water resources.

i)

What is the role of energy resources in economic development?

j)

What do you mean by resource planning?

Q2) Write notes on the following (Any Two) :
a)

Types of iron ore.

b)

Production of coal in India.

c)

Importance of resource planning.

[10]

P.T.O

Q3) Answer the following questions (Any Two) :
a)

Give an account of world production of bauxite.

b)

Explain the significance of solar energy in modern times.

c)

Give an account of resource planning in India.

Q4) Give an account of population distribution in India.
OR
Explain the role of mineral resources in economic development.
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[4117] - 217
S.Y. B.Sc.
GEOGRAPHY
Gg - 222 : Surface Water And Ground Water Hydrology
(Paper - II) (51822) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Draw neat diagrams and sketches wherever necessary.

4)

Use of map stencil is allowed.

Q1) Answer the following questions in two to three sentences each :
a)

Define transpiration.

b)

What is hydrology?

c)

What do you mean by run off?

d)

What is meant by stream flow?

e)

Define flood.

f)

What is saltwater intrusion?

g)

Write any two effects of urbanisation on run off.

h)

Write uses of rational method of peak flow for urban areas.

i)

What is meant by urban hydrology?

j)

What do you mean by groundwater basin development?

Q2) Write short notes on the following (Any Two) :
a)

Causes of flood.

b)

Evaporation.

c)

Approaches to urban hydrology.

[10]

[10]

P.T.O

Q3) Answer the following questions (Any Two) :
a)

Explain the physical processes of snowmelt.

b)

Describe the general characteristics of groundwater hydrology.

c)

Describe the Storm Water Management Model.

Q4) Give detailed explanation of subsurface distribution of water.

[10]

[10]

OR
Define evapotranspiration. Explain the concept of potential evapotranspiration.
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[4117] - 218
S.Y. B.Sc.
MICROBIOLOGY
MB - 221 : Bacterial Systematics and Analytical Microbiology.
(51912) (Paper - I) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:1)

All questions are compulsory.

2)

Figures to the right indicate full marks.

3)

Draw neat labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

4)

Use of calculators, log tables & statistical table is allowed.

5)

Use graph paper if necessary.

Q1) Attempt the following :
[10]
a) Define chemotaxonomy.
b) Write the formula for determination of G + C content in bacteria.
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
i)
j)

d
log x   .............
dx

Find the value of log216.
State true or false; species is considered as the basic unit of classification.
Bergey’s manuval of systematic bacteriology is made up of ............
volumes.
i) 2
ii) 4
iii) 6
iv) 8
Calculate arithmatic mean of the following data 40, 50, 55, 78, 58, 60,
73, 35, 43, 48.
Sample must always be a true representative of the whole population.
T/F.
The square of std. deviation is variance. T/F.
Frequency of discrete variable can be represented by
a) Line diagram
b) Bar diagram
c) None of them (a & b) d) Both of them (a & b).

P.T.O

Q2) Attempt any two of the following :

[10]

a)

Describe standard procedure used in Numerical taxonomy.

b)

Draw graph of following linear equation x + 2y < 3, x > 0, y > 0.

c)

Find the range of following frequency distribution.
Class
Frequency

20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59
03

05

10

20

12

06

03

Q3) Attempt the following (any two) :

01
[10]

a)

Evaluate;  2 x  12dx .

b)

Draw a Pie diagram for the following data, relating to standard plate
count of bacteria of different soil samples in Maharashtra in the year
2009 - 2010.

c)

Soil Type

Sandy

Clay

Loam

Humus

Saline

SPC
CFU/gm
x 106

40

130

192

250

53

What is DNA hybridization? Describe it’s role in bacterial classification.

Q4) Attempt the following (Any two) :

[10]

a)

Describe 16 SrRNA as a tool for classification of bacteria.

b)

Comment on Chemotaxonomy based on cytochrome composition.

c)

Calculate the standard deviation for the following data.
22, 22, 20, 24, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 21.
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[4117]-235

S.Y. B.Sc. (Sem. - II)
ARABIC (Functional)
(2008 Pattern) (53712)
Time :2 Hours]

P.T.O.

[Max. Marks :40
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S.Y. B.Sc. (Semester - II)
URDU GENERAL
(2008 Pattern) (Paper - II) (53812)
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[4117]-247

S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & MAINTENANCE (EEM)
VOC-EEM-222: Maintenance and Repair of Audio, Video, Office
and Communication Equipment
(Paper - II) (2008 Pattern) (Semester - II) (58122)
Time :2 Hours]

[Max. Marks :40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)
3)

Q1) a)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.
Use of log tables and calculators is allowed.

Attempt all of the following
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

b)

What is the voltage of battery in a mobile phone?
What is confetti in colour TV?
What is the cause of non-linear distortion in FM receiver output?
What is the cause of the fault in case of a cassette tape recorder:
No output on playback, no recording, no erase.

Comment:
i)
ii)

[1mark each]

[2 marks each]

If there is loss of vacuum then picture tube should be replaced.
Special equipment is required for alignment of TV receivers.

c)

Explain the following
[2 marks each]
i) Lint free cloth should be used for cleaning video heads.
ii) Precaution required to be taken while working with colour picture
tube.
Q2) Answer any two :
[4 marks each]
a)

Describe trouble shooting procedure for an audio cassette recorderplayer.

b)

Describe the common faults and their remedies in a PA system.

c)

State the need for AGC. Explain the faults in diode detector and AGC
circuits.
P.T.O.

Q3) Answer any two :

[4 marks each]

a)

Explain the faults in picture and sound sections of a TV receiver and the
likely causes behind these faults.

b)

What is a Pattern Generator? Why is it needed? State the different
types of patterns.

c)

Explain typical faults in a dot matrix printer.

Q4) Answer any two :

[6 marks each]

a)

Explain various faults in a mobile phone.

b)

What are the common faults in a DVD player? How can these be
corrected?

c)

Write short notes on :
i) Faults in TV antenna and feeder.
ii) Requirements of a PA system.

ïïï
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[4117] - 249
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
SEED TECHNOLOGY
Seed Quality Control

(2008 Pattern) (Paper - II) (Sem. - II) (58922)
Time : 2 Hours]
Instructions to the candidates:
1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Draw neat and labeled diagrams wherever necessary.

Q1) Attempt the following:

[Max. Marks : 40

[10 x 1 = 10]

a)

Give any one concept of seed quality.

b)

What is nucleus seed?

c)

Write any two objectives of seed certification agency.

d)

Give any two general principles of field inspection.

e)

Define isolation distance.

f)

What are the types of seed legislation?

g)

Write any two responsibilities of seed inspector.

h)

How many members comprise a central seed certification board?

i)

What is the maximum period of a member on central seed committee?

j)

Give any two state seed certification agencies.

Q2) Attempt any two of the following:
a)

Describe any one type of seed legislation.

b)

Write an account on central seed testing laboratory.

c)

Explain the powers of seed inspector.

[2 x 5 = 10]

P.T.O.

Q3) Write notes on (Any Two):

[2 x 5 = 10]

a)

Seed certification agency and its organization.

b)

Duties of seed inspector.

c)

Objectives of field inspection.

Q4) Describe in detail minimum seed certification standards.

[10]

OR
Give an account of techniques employed in field inspection with suitable
example.

ZZZ
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[4117]-241
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND NETWORK ADMINISTRATION
Microprocessor & Interfacing Techniques
(Paper - I) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern) (58712)

Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)

Q1) a)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Attempt the following :
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

b)

What is Plotter?
Write full form of MAN.
List different types of Controllers used in PC.
State two applications of Card reader.

Attempt the following :
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

[4 × 1 = 4]

[4 × 2 = 8]

What is Flash BIOS?
List the different types of Mouse available.
State atleast two standard Protocols used in Wireless
communication.
What is full form of DVD? What is its storage capacity?

Q2) Attempt Any Two of the following :

[2 × 4 = 8]

a)

What is Multimedia PC? State minimum requirement for Multimedia PC.

b)

Describe computer system Peripherals in brief.

c)

Describe Local Area Network (LAN) in brief.

Q3) Attempt Any Two of the following :

[2 × 4 = 8]

a)

Explain Disk Drive Controller with the help of block diagram.

b)

Explain the different types of Printer and their advantages and
disadvantages.

c)

Write a note on serial data communication protocols.
P.T.O.

Q4) Attempt Any Two of the following :

[2 × 6 = 12]

a)

Explain the ways by using which the performance of devices and interfaces
can be echanced.

b)

List different storage devices with the storage media they use. Describe
their typical features.

c)

Explain the concept of speech synthesis along with its typical application.

xxxx
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[4117]-248
S.Y. B.Sc. (Vocational)
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND NETWORK ADMINISTRATION
Computer System Management - II
(Paper - II) (Sem. - II) (2008 Pattern) (58722)

Time : 2 Hours]

[Max. Marks : 40

Instructions to the candidates:
1)
2)

Q1) a)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Attempt the following :
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

b)

What is a Software?
What is a Client Server Network?
State any one Role of a System Administrator.
Give one Use of a Blue Tooth Device in a Laptop.

Attempt the following :
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

[4 × 1 = 4]

[4 × 2 = 8]

What does DRP stand for?
Give any Two Types of Keyboard.
Give one application of Each :
1) UPS.
2) ROUTER.
List any Two Network Operating System.

Q2) Attempt Any Two of the following :

[2 × 4 = 8]

a)

What are the various advantages of a Wireless Network?

b)

What is a Change Process?

c)

What Precautions should one take during Storage of Storage Media?

Q3) Attempt Any Two of the following :
a)

Explain the importance of Network Resource Sharing.

b)

Write a note on Need of Upgradation.

c)

Name any four Software utilities and their use.

[2 × 4 = 8]

P.T.O.

Q4) Attempt Any Two of the following :

[2 × 6 = 12]

a)

Explain the importance of Roles and Responsibilities of an user while
implementing SOD.

b)

Give Steps to Install a USB Printer on WinXP Desktop.

c)

List out the various Accessories required for a PC. Give one application
of Each.
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